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Abstract
Traffic simulation models have become more and more important for the traffic
industry over the past few years. This thesis enables the microscopic traffic sim-
ulation model of Johan Olstam to include merging areas in its simulation runs
and thereby takes the model one step further on its way to realistically simulate
vehicles in all kinds of traffic situations.

A state-of-the-art literature review as well as an analysis of Olstam’s model are
used for identifying possible weaknesses of the current merging behaviour model.
Based on this knowledge, an improved merging behaviour model is developed. This
model has to perform merging manoeuvres as realistically as possible since the mi-
croscopic model’s purpose is to simulate surrounding vehicles in driving simulators.

By implementing new concepts in the gap selection, gap acceptance, calculation of
the merge acceleration and courtesy deceleration as well as adding new functions
allowing cooperative lane changes and merge anticipation, the original merging be-
haviour model has been improved significantly. The enhanced model is analysed
and verified by comparing its results to real world data and data of the original
model, respectively, as well as by studying simulated vehicle trajectories.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past years, a lot of effort has been put into improving traffic performance
in order to decrease congestion and increase traffic safety. Nevertheless, congestion
and accidents are still common by-products of nowadays traffic. When looking at
Swedish road traffic forecasts, an increase of 28 per cent of travels with passenger
cars is predicted until 2020 (SIKA, 2005). If this increase is not handled with the
necessary attention, it will lead to a noticeably decrease in traffic performance and
increased congestion. This causes longer delays, higher economic losses and higher
emissions. Since it can not be expected that these problems dissolve without
proper improvement of the traffic situation, appropriate actions have to be taken.

In fact, there has been a change of thinking concerning the overall worsening
of traffic performance. Instead of building more and more roads, the improve-
ment of intelligent in-vehicle driving aids, traffic management or alternative road
structures play a more important role nowadays. Those systems have proven their
ability of reducing the probability and impact of traffic congestion. One of the
most important tools for designing, evaluating and finally introducing these new
measures are traffic flow simulation tools. Traffic flow simulation software allows
performing level-of-service evaluations of different implementations and thereby
provides assistance in deciding which system to build and use.

In terms of road safety, Sweden introduced the idea of Vision Zero, which
stands for zero fatalities and serious injuries. This ambitious goal shall be reached
by improving the existing traffic environment consisting of vehicles, road infras-
tructure, traffic laws, etc. in such a way that an individual mistake can impossibly
lead to a fatality. The usage of traffic simulation for safety applications is still
limited nowadays, but research is advancing, wherefore traffic simulation might
play a major role in improving road safety in future.

1.1 Traffic simulation
As the name of traffic simulation already implies, such systems are used for simu-
lating vehicles in different traffic environments. By simulating traffic, results can
be achieved without performing time-consuming and expensive field trials in real
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2 Introduction

traffic environment. That is, traffic systems which do not exist yet can be sim-
ulated. For instance, the impacts of rebuilding an intersection can be evaluated
in advance. Furthermore, complex road infrastructure comparisons might not be
possible with conventional methods, although there might be potential of high
improvements in performance. Consequently, traffic flow simulations offer traf-
fic planners more possibilities for studying current and future traffic conditions.
Thereby, traffic flow simulations support traffic planners and assist in optimising
the overall traffic situation. Another advantage of traffic simulations is their large
scale of different applications. These situations include for instance studies of

• level-of-service of different infrastructure designs,

• feasibility of ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems) applications,

• traffic signal plans,

• safety,

• environmental impacts and many more.

Generally, one can differentiate between macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic
traffic simulation models, whereby their main differences are due to their level
of detail. Microscopic traffic simulations describe the movement of each single
vehicle in relation to their neighbouring vehicles and environment in great detail
while macroscopic traffic simulations are displaying the vehicles’ movement based
on aggregated traffic data such as speed, flow and density of the observed road
segments. Additionally, microscopic simulation is used for small, local networks,
whereas macroscopic traffic simulation models are developed for large networks
(e.g. motorway or highway networks, cities). Mesoscopic traffic simulation com-
plements the range of simulation models. Its level of detail is higher than at
macroscopic simulations and their scalability is larger than for microscopic simu-
lations. For this thesis, only microscopic traffic simulation models are of relevance.

Microscopic traffic simulation models have become more and more important
over the past years due to their strengths in identifying and analysing existing as
well as future problems and bottlenecks in everyday traffic (e.g. congestion, lane
closure, etc.). Current microscopic traffic simulation models and their underlying
behaviour models, which are specific sub-models for car-following, acceleration,
or lane-changing, etc., are on their way to be able to reproduce realistic traffic
performance in all desired situations. In order to assure more realistic vehicle
movements, these behaviour models take factors like reaction time, desired speed or
aggressiveness of each single driver into account. Thereby, each simulated vehicle
can be seen as driver-vehicle unit that interacts with its surrounding driver-vehicle
units. But driver-vehicle units also have to react realistically with regards to the
road infrastructure and given road traffic laws. For instance, not every driver obeys
the given speed limit. Generally, the driver-vehicle units aim to move—preferably
at desired speed—towards its destination.

Another form of experiencing and interacting with the results of microscopic
traffic simulation models is provided by driving simulators. By including a driving
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simulator to traffic simulations, humans can directly interact with the simulated
vehicles of the traffic simulation instead of just studying the simulated results.
Generally, driving simulators aim to allow navigating through graphically rep-
resented roads as close to reality as possible. Therefore, a vehicle’s cabin and
equipment (e.g. steering wheel, pedals, gearshift, etc.) are often used in com-
bination with video and audio rendering of the surrounding environment. More
advanced driving simulators even allow to feel the vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral
movement by locating the driver’s cabin on a moving platform (see Figure 1.1).
In order to reflect the behaviour of the driving simulator’s driver, a model for
converting the inputs of the steering wheel, gas pedal, etc. into realistic outputs
is used. The main employment of driving simulators is to

• study driver behaviour in different driving scenarios (e.g. scenarios which
would not be able or too dangerous to perform in real environments such as
driving under the influence of alcohol, medicine or drugs)

• study new vehicle or road equipment (e.g. ITS systems like adaptive cruise
control or variable message signs)

• study road designs (e.g. different grades, elevations, etc.)

Driving simulators have to offer realistic behaviour in order to deduce results for
the real driving environment. Consequently, it is necessary that when performing
experiments with surrounding traffic, all occurring neighbouring vehicles behave
realistically as well. It is the task of the underlying microscopic traffic simulation
model to simulate the surrounding vehicles realistically.

Figure 1.1. VTI Driving Simulator III, Source: (VTI, 2010)
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1.2 Background
In this thesis, the simulation model developed by Olstam (2009) is used as a basis.
This model was developed for simulating surrounding vehicles in driving simulators
but can also be used for stand-alone traffic flow simulations. The general perfor-
mance of this model is verified in Olstam (2009), whereas additional work (e.g.
modelling merging from on-ramps, intersections, etc.) is still necessary. For the
simulation model it is of high importance that it permanently works in a credible
way. Results achieved from drivers in driving simulators would not be representa-
tive if the simulated surrounding vehicles behaved incorrectly. The output of the
model is at a microscopic level, which gives the user detailed vehicle trajectories
instead of typical macroscopic outputs such as speed. Thereby, the movement and
behaviour of single vehicles can be studied. Additionally, macroscopic outputs can
be created as well by using the created vehicle trajectories.

This thesis deals with one of the major bottlenecks of freeways, namely on-
ramps. Entering freeways using on-ramps is a common traffic situation for every
driver nowadays. However, it is a complex process to model the interactions be-
tween drivers coming from the on-ramp and freeway who can behave diversely.
Obviously, a lane change from the on-ramp, which normally ends in an acceler-
ation lane, onto the freeway is required. This specific lane changing manoeuvre
is henceforth referred to as merging. It demands interactions between the drivers
on both lanes; they can either cooperate to allow a smooth lane change (e.g. the
vehicle from the freeway changes lane to the left or decelerates to allow courtesy
yielding or accelerates in order to pass and create a larger gap behind) or the
merging vehicle can force its way onto the freeway by leaving the approaching ve-
hicle from the freeway no other option than decelerating. Additionally, it has been
ignored in some models that interactions between drivers do already start prior to
actual lane changes, namely as soon as they are in range of sight. Thus the road
design has an impact on the merging behaviour as well as the traffic conditions on
the freeway and on-ramp. Under congested traffic conditions, the merging vehicles
behave differently than under normal traffic conditions.

1.3 Definitions
The main definitions used when describing a typical on-ramp situation can be
explained with the help of Figure 1.2. The black vehicle, number 4, is driving on
the acceleration lane and wants to merge onto the freeway. This vehicle is referred
to as on-ramp vehicle, merging vehicle or subject vehicle. The two vehicles on the
left lane of the freeway, number 2 and 5, are normally not taken into consideration
by the subject vehicle when it searches for an available gap to merge into.

Probably, the subject vehicle will try to change into the adjacent gap which is
composed of the nearest vehicle in front and behind of the subject vehicle, namely,
number 3 and 6. In this context, number 3 is called follower vehicle and the gap
between the subject and follower vehicle is defined as lag gap. Number 6, on the
other hand, represents the leader vehicle. The subject’s gap towards the leader
vehicle is correspondingly defined as lead gap. But the subject vehicle does not
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necessarily have to merge into the adjacent gap but might wait for the follower
vehicle to pass before changing lane. That is, the follower vehicle number 3 is
now the leader and vehicle 1 is the corresponding follower. The chosen gap is
then defined to be the behind gap. A third alternative is that the merging vehicle
number 4 might overtake the leader vehicle number 6 and merge in front of it.
The chosen gap is then referred to as gap ahead, whereas number 7 is the leader
vehicle and number 6 the follower vehicle.

Another common action observed during merging manoeuvres is that the fol-
lower vehicle (number 3) might change lane to the left in order to facilitate the
subject vehicle’s lane change; this action is defined as cooperative lane change.
If the cooperative lane change is performed in this example, vehicle number 1 is
the new follower of the adjacent gap. However, vehicle 3 will only change lane
cooperatively if the traffic situation on the left lane allows for it (i.e. neither the
own nor vehicle 2’s speed is lowered by the manoeuvre).

A subject vehicle which is approaching the end of the lane quickly might change
lane even if the available gap is very narrow. Such a merging manoeuvre is referred
to as forced merge as it potentially forces the follower vehicle to decelerate heavily
in order to prevent crashing into the merging vehicle. On the other hand, the
follower vehicle might decide to facilitate the subject vehicle’s merging manoeuvre
by decelerating. This procedure is called courtesy deceleration.

63
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Figure 1.2. Typical on-ramp situation

1.4 Aim
The aim of this thesis is to develop a merging behaviour model which allows
realistic simulations of on-ramp situations. Additionally, the developed behaviour
model should be implemented into the model for simulating surrounding vehicles
in driving simulators which was developed by Olstam (2009). This implies that
the model has to work realistically under the assumption of Swedish road laws and
driving behaviour, which should be assured by a final verification.

1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Following the introduction, Chapter 2
gives a literature review on the state-of-the-art behaviour models of lane chang-
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ing, gap acceptance and merging. Chapter 3 presents the structure as well as the
individual functions of the existing merging behaviour model and lists the model’s
limitations. In Chapter 4, the developed merging behaviour model including all
relevant changes is described. The developed model’s limitations which have been
detected so far are stated. The evaluation of the developed merging behaviour
model is then performed in Chapter 5. Following an initial calibration, several
macroscopic and microscopic results are analysed before a final verification com-
pletes the model’s first evaluation. Chapter 6, finally, concludes this thesis by
reviewing the completed work and giving directions for further research.



Chapter 2

Literature review

The literature review gives a critical overview of published literature related to
modelling of merging manoeuvres in microscopic traffic simulation models. Since
merging is a specific type of lane changing, typical components of lane changing
behaviour models are described first, followed by a review on the interrelated gap
acceptance behaviour models. Longitudinal behaviour models for acceleration and
car-following are only discussed briefly in this literature review. More sustained
literature reviews on these behaviour models can be found at Brackstone and
McDonald (1999), Olstam and Tapani (2004) and Toledo (2007). Thus only the
components which are of major relevance for the evaluation of an improved merging
behaviour model are examined in detail.

2.1 Lane changing behaviour models
One of the first papers dealing with lane changing behaviour models was published
by Sparmann. It is implemented as lane changing model of the simulation model
MISSION (Wiedemann and Reiter, 1992) which uses Wiedemann’s (1974) psycho-
physical car-following model. In order to be in compliance with the existing model,
Sparmann (1978) based his lane changing model on the psycho-physical theory as
well. Consequently, different space- and relative speed-thresholds are defined—
depending on the type of vehicle and direction of the lane change—for evaluating
whether a lane change is affected, potentially affected or unaffected by its neigh-
bouring vehicles. These three states indicate whether a lane change is desirable
and therefore have direct influence on the lane changing behaviour of the vehicle.
Before initiating a lane change, safety criteria for the subject and its neighbouring
vehicles have to be fulfilled (e.g. the new follower is at most allowed to be affected
potentially). Additionally, the vehicle has to wait a defined period of time before
changing lane again in order to avoid too frequent lane changes.

Gipps’ model (1986) focuses on the hierarchical structure of lane changing
models and not on the mathematical representation. The decision process for
lane changing is divided into three parts which cover the possibility, necessity
and desirability of lane changes. Reaching a decision is influenced by several

7
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factors which can vary a lot depending on the driver, traffic conditions, existence
of transit lanes and other impacts which are described throughout this chapter.
One example, which has particular influence on the necessity of changing lane, is
the distance to the intended lane change. Consequently, Gipps (1986) splits the
road towards an intended lane change into three sections: remote, middle distance
and close. A remote distance has no impact on the lane changing behaviour of
the driver, whereas the driver does not change lane away from the preferred lane
when he is in the middle distance zone. In close distance, the driver attempts to
be in the preferred lane without taking his speed into account. Considering that
the decision process itself is heavily interrelated, Gipps (1986) concludes that it
has to be simplified by hierarchies.

Gipps’ ideas (1986) have since then been used and developed in further studies
and as a result been implemented in commonly known simulation models such as
Aimsun (TSS, 2009) or MITSIM (Yang and Koutsopoulos, 1996). For instance,
Aimsun calculates the distance of the middle and close zone to the intended lane
change in metres for each vehicle according to

Dm = Dt · Slimit(s) ·
(
Slimit(s)
vmax(i, s)

)
, (2.1)

where Dt is the drivers distance to the intended lane change in seconds, Slimit(s)
the speed limit of section s and vmax(i, s) the desired speed of driver i at section
s. This leads to individual zones for each driver, whereas faster drivers will have
shorter zones and vice versa. However, Aimsun (TSS, 2009) fails modelling vehicles
which can not change lane in a user-defined time. Those vehicles will not arrive at
their desired destination and are further on counted as “lost vehicles” indicating
if the simulation works satisfactory.

MITSIM is based on the model from Yang and Koutsopoulos (1996), which di-
vides lane changes into mandatory- (MLC) and discretionary lane changes (DLC).
Typical MLCs describe lane changes where the driver has to change lane in or-
der to continue driving in compliance with the road traffic law (e.g. by avoiding
restricted lanes, bypassing lane blockages, merging from on-ramps, etc.). DLCs
are not necessary in order to continue driving but they benefit the driver (e.g. by
increasing the own speed, avoiding lanes adjacent to on-ramps, etc.).

A similar classification into MLC and DLC is also used by Ahmed (1999). The
corresponding decision tree is displayed in Figure 2.1, whereas the ovals represent
latent parts and the rectangles describe the observable lane change and lane keep-
ing, respectively. If the driver starts a MLC, only the left branch of the decision
tree is of relevance. A desired lane is chosen and a gap acceptance model, which is
described in detail in Chapter 2.2, decides whether to change lane or not. Triggers
for MLCs in Ahmeds’ model (1999) are the distance until the lane change must be
completed, the number of lanes needed to change to the target lane, the elapsed
time since the MLC conditions started and the type of the subject vehicle (e.g.
heavy vehicles react more often to MLC conditions due to their lower manoeuvra-
bility). The right branch of the decision tree in Figure 2.1 is dedicated to DLCs
(labelled as MLC). Whether the driver wants to perform a DLC, depends on the
perceived driving conditions. If they are considered to be satisfactory, the driver
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Figure 2.1. Structure of the lane changing model proposed by Ahmed (1999)

will not change lane. Low speeds, presence of heavy vehicles, upcoming on-ramp
merges onto the current lane, etc. cause the driver to be unsatisfied and thus to
initiate a DLC. Consequently, the driver tries to change lane unless the current
lane happens to offer the best driving conditions. The lane selection for MLC and
DLC in Ahmed (1999) is modelled by the following binary logit model

Pt(LC|vn) = 1
1 + exp(−XLC

n (t)βLC − αLCvn) , (2.2)

whereas LC can be substituted for MLC and DLC, respectively. It gives the
probability of driver n to perform a MLC or DLC at time t, whereas XLC

n (t)
is a vector of explanatory variables and vn an individual-specific random term
which is assumed to be normally distributed in Ahmed (1999). The corresponding
parameters βLC and αLC need to be calibrated. If a desired lane change is safe to
perform, will be decided by the associated gap acceptance model. As pointed out
in Toledo (2003) and Choudhury (2007) a general drawback of Ahmeds’ model
(1999) are the used parameters which are estimated separately for MLCs and
DLCs in their corresponding maximum likelihood function.

Toledo (2003) introduced a model which integrates MLCs and DLCs into one
utility function for each lane. Thereby, the execution of a DLC is always considered
even though a MLC might be possible. This can be advantageous in some situa-
tions (e.g. a driver will rather stay in the current lane and overtake a slow moving
vehicle on the right lane before changing lane rightwards towards the targeted
off-ramp although the MLC would require the driver to change immediately).

This approach is further developed in Toledo et al. (2005), where the utility
function does not only take the adjacent and current lane into account but all
available lanes of the considered road. Enabling drivers to choose their target lane
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regardless of where it is located, accords to more realistic behaviour. Drivers try
to reach the most beneficial lane even if they have to perform several lane changes
before. This behaviour applies especially for high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
where driving is only permitted for eligible drivers. The extended utility function
of Toledo et al. (2005) calculates the benefit of each available lane by

UT L
int = βT L

i XT L
int + αT L

i vn + εT L
int ∀i ∈ {lane1, lane2, . . .} , (2.3)

where UT L
int corresponds to the particular utility of target lane i for driver n at

time t. βT L
i is a vector containing parameters for the vector of explanatory vari-

ablesXT L
int , whereas typical explanatory variables are speed (difference) conditions,

presence of heavy vehicles, number of lane changes to targeted lane, lane densities,
tailgating, etc. αT L

i is the parameter for vn, which is an individual-specific error
term substituting driver’s characteristics. The random terms εT L

int are assumed to
be independently and identically Gumbel distributed. For calculating the proba-
bility of driver n to choose lane i at time t, Toledo et al. (2005) use the following
multinomial logit model conditional on the the individual-specific error term vn:

P (TLnt = i|vn) = exp(V T L
int |vn)∑

j∈T L

exp(V T L
int |vn)

∀i ∈ TL = {lane1, lane2, . . .} , (2.4)

where V T L
int |vn are the conditional systematic utilities of the alternative target

lanes.
Hidas (2002) developed a lane changing model based on Gipps’ model (1986). A

similar hierarchy dividing the decision tree into unnecessary, desirable and essential
lane changes is implemented. The adjacent target lane is selected depending on
the necessity of the lane change. For instance, typical mandatory lane changes
such as merging are considered to be essential, whereas typical discretionary lane
changes are classified as desired lane changes. The lane change is only performed if
it is feasible. That is, a gap providing enough space for changing lane safely needs
to be available. Whether the gap is large enough or not, is evaluated differently
in Hidas (2002) and Hidas (2005) (see Chapter 2.2).

The lane changing model MOBIL (Minimizing Overall Braking Induced by
Lane change) developed by Kesting et al. (2007) is interrelated with the accelera-
tion function of the earlier developed car-following model IDM (Intelligent Driver
Model) from Treiber et al. (2000). Thereby, the traffic situation can—similarly to
Gipps’ model (1986)—be evaluated more consistently. This is beneficial since it
only requires a few new parameters to be introduced and is not dependent on any
additional gap acceptance model. Moreover, it is thereby guaranteed that the lon-
gitudinal and lateral models are working consistently. For calculating the influence
of the lane change on the current traffic situation, Kesting et al. (2007) defined
different incentive criteria. Under the assumption of asymmetric lane changing
rules, the following incentive criterion describes lane changes from the right to the
left:

ãs − as︸ ︷︷ ︸
subject

+p

ãf − af︸ ︷︷ ︸
follower

 > ∆ath + ∆abias, (2.5)
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where a describes the old acceleration of the respective vehicle and ã corresponds
to the vehicles’ new acceleration after the performed lane change. Additionally, the
politeness factor p, which varies depending on the driver’s behaviour from 0 (egois-
tic, aggressive behaviour) to 1 (cooperative behaviour), is introduced and decides
how heavily the follower has to decelerate. The switching threshold ∆ath regu-
lates together with ∆abias—which takes the general right-hand rule into account—
whether the advantage of a potential lane change for the subject vehicle is high
enough compared to the disadvantage of the follower. If it is not, the lane change
will not be carried out even though the safety criterion (see Equation 2.7) is ful-
filled. Naturally, Kesting et al. (2007) introduced incentive criteria for lane changes
from the left to the right as well as for symmetric passing rules too.

The lane selection in the HUTSIM-TPMA model by Kosonen (1999, 2002)
depends on the pressure function which describes the relationship between the
subject vehicle and its neighbouring vehicles in terms of speed and distance. This
pressure function is defined as

P = (vdes − vobs)2

2s , (2.6)

where vdes is the desired speed, vobs the obstacle’s speed and s the distance between
the both vehicles. Depending on the traffic situation, the pressure towards different
vehicles is determined (see Figure 2.2). A higher pressure towards the leader in the
same lane causes the subject vehicle to change to the left, while a high pressure
from the follower vehicle increases the possibility of lane changes to the right.
Additionally, the parameter c ranging from 0 to 1 is introduced. It describes the

P2

P1

Lane change to the left if: cl·P1 > P2

P2
P1

Lane change to the right if: cr·P1 > P2

Figure 2.2. The lane selection proposed by Kosonen (1999)

willingness of a driver to change lane, whereas c = 0 corresponds to no willingness
at all (e.g. a driver who will always stay in the right most lane). The value c = 1,
on the other hand, relates to a high willingness of the driver. For avoiding too
frequent lane changes, a minimum time span—during which the driver has to stay
in the current lane—is defined.

2.2 Gap acceptance behaviour models
Gap acceptance behaviour models can be used for different traffic manoeuvres,
whereas they were originally developed for modelling unsignalised intersections
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(cf. Troutbeck and Brilon (1999)). However, the basic principle of gap acceptance
behaviour models is always the same. A critical gap is defined and compared to
the actual gap. If the available gap is bigger than the critical gap, the traffic
manoeuvre can be performed. Gaps can be defined as units of time or space.

For lane changing and merging, the gap acceptance model is invoked in order to
evaluate whether a lane change into the target lane is safe. Critical gaps need to be
defined depending on several factors and are one of the key-factors for modelling a
lane change realistically. Generally a critical gap can be perceived as the minimum
time or space between two consecutive vehicles in which the subject vehicle can
merge into the target lane. However, critical gaps vary among drivers due to their
aggressiveness, age or mood and according to Goswami and Bham (2006) even one
single driver accepts different critical gaps over time. This mainly depends on the
prevailing traffic conditions, impatience and location of the traffic manoeuvre.

Yang and Koutsopoulos (1996), Ahmed (1999) and Toledo et al. (2005) cal-
culate critical lead and lag gaps in terms of space, whereas both the lead critical
gap and the lag critical gap must be accepted in order to allow a successful lane
change. Yang and Koutsopoulos (1996) distinguish between discretionary lane
changes (DLC) and mandatory lane changes (MLC) for calculating critical gaps.
Thereby, it is taken into account that the accepted gap might be smaller as the
subject vehicle approaches the point until which the mandatory lane change has to
be performed. This is also considered in Ahmed (1999) and Toledo et al. (2005),
whereas the decision of accepting an available gap depends on the relative speed
and position of the subject with respect to its lead and lag vehicles as well. An
individual-specific random term as in the lane selection model and a random term
for each given driver are used in order to model different driver behaviours. More-
over, a log-normal distribution for estimating critical gaps is assumed in Ahmed
(1999) and Toledo et al. (2005), whereby it is ensured that critical gaps are always
positive.

Another approach of modelling gap acceptance is used in Gipps (1986), Hidas
(2002) and Kesting et al. (2007), where the associated car-following models are
invoked. Instead of a critical gap, an acceptable deceleration rate for allowing
the subject vehicle to change lane is utilised. For instance, Kesting et al. (2007)
define a safety criterion which determines if a lane change is possible. This safety
criterion is formulated as

ãn ≥ −bsafe, (2.7)

where ãn is the needed deceleration of the follower in the target lane if the subject
vehicle changes lane. The deceleration is not allowed to exceed a defined safe limit
−bsafe. This formulation effects that the gap is dependent on the acceleration
of the follower (e.g. a higher speed corresponds to a larger necessary gap and
vice versa). By using this safety criterion, any possibility of accidents due to lane
changing is eliminated as a vehicle is only allowed to change lane if the follower
vehicle is still able to brake safely. In Hidas (2002), the acceptable deceleration
bn, which is used for determining whether the lane change is feasible or not, is
calculated by

bn =
[
2− D − xn(t)

10Vn

]
bLCθ, (2.8)
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where D is the position of the intended turn and xn(t) the position of vehicle n at
time t. Consequently, the acceptable deceleration rate bn increases as the vehicle
approaches the position of the intended turn D. Vn corresponds to the desired
speed and bLC is the average deceleration drivers are accepting for performing a
lane change. The parameter θ describes the aggressiveness of each driver and can
vary from a timid driver (θ = 0) to a aggressive driver (θ = 99). The acceptable
deceleration itself does not decide if a lane change is feasible. But comparing
the acceptable deceleration of the subject and follower vehicle to their current
acceleration or deceleration of the corresponding car-following model determines
whether the needed acceleration is acceptable and as a consequence whether the
lane change is feasible. If the lane change is feasible, it is performed. If it is not
feasible, but the lane change is essential, a forced lane change is initiated.

The gap acceptance in Hidas (2005) is modelled by space gaps. The gaps
adjacent to the subject vehicle have to be larger than specified minimum acceptable
space gaps in order to change lane feasibly. The adjacent gaps g over an observed
time period Dt are determined by

gl = g0l −
(
vsDt−

bs

2Dt2

)
+ vlDt

gf = g0f −
(
vfDt−

bf

2Dt2

)
+
(
vsDt−

bs

2Dt2

)
,

(2.9)

where subscript l indicates the leader, s the subject and f the follower vehicle. g0
indicates the initial adjacent gap, while b describes the deceleration or acceleration
rate and v the speed. For feasible standard lane changing manoeuvres, these cal-
culated gaps have to be at least equal to the minimum acceptable space gaps. For
cooperative and forced lane changes, Hidas (2005) implemented decision criteria
based on the subject and follower vehicle (see Chapter 2.3).

In the HUTSIM-TPMA model by Kosonen (2002) a randomised minimum safe
time gap depending on the driver’s character factor is assigned to each driver. In
total, eight parameters describing the gap demand to the left and right in front
and behind the subject vehicle for a standard lane changing and forced merging
manoeuvre are used. These gaps are in relation to the the car-following gaps (e.g.
a value of 0.3 corresponds to 30 % of the car-following gap).

2.3 Merging behaviour models
The merging behaviour from on-ramps onto freeways is handled differently among
state-of-the-art literature. Some dedicate own models, others just change a few
parameters for this particular case. However, all of them admit that the merging
behaviour has to be handled different from the standard lane changing behaviour
and that the classification into DLC and MLC is not sufficient. Especially under
congested traffic conditions, some kind of courtesy yielding of the follower or forced
merging from the subject vehicle are typically observed.

Ahmed (1999) developed a forced merging model, which allows vehicles to
merge under congested traffic situations where acceptable gaps might not exist.
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The subject vehicle forces the follower vehicle to slow down in order to merge in
front of it into the target lane. If the subject vehicle wants to merge, it has to
check continuously whether it currently has right of way. Only with right of way,
the subject vehicle will start forcing the merge. As for the lane selection part in
Ahmed (1999), a binary logit model and random utility function are used. The
explanatory variables of the utility function have direct consequences on whether to
start a forced merge or not. The probability of initiating a forced merge increases
for instance with a decreasing remaining distance until the lane change must be
completed or an increasing elapsed time since the MLC conditions started. Both
variables influence the aggressiveness of the subject driver. But a driver is also
more willing to force a merging, the larger the adjacent gap is. As soon as the
subject vehicle initiates a forced merging, it will start changing to the target lane.
Thereby, a forced merging in Ahmed (1999) is always successful and does not
consider the fact that the follower vehicle might yield courtesy. Furthermore, no
additional gap acceptance model is used for ensuring a safe merge.

Ben-Akiva et al. (2006) and Choudhury (2007) further developed Ahmed’s
(1999) model by including not only a forced merging part but also a coopera-
tive one describing lane changes through courtesy yielding. Both innovations are
implemented in the gap acceptance model. The structure of Choudhury’ model
(2007) is illustrated in Figure 2.3. If a driver wants to merge, the adjacent gap
is compared to a critical gap in the standard gap acceptance model. Unless the
available gap is not acceptable, the driver will merge.

Figure 2.3. Structure of the combined merging model proposed by Choudhury (2007)

An unacceptable gap triggers the cooperative part of the model, which antic-
ipates how the gap is going to develop over the next time steps. If the follower
vehicle is decelerating or moving considerably slower than the leader vehicle, it
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can be assumed that the follower yields courtesy and that the adjacent gap will
soon be large enough for a merging manoeuvre. The decision of changing lane is
taken by a modified gap acceptance model, which accepts smaller gaps since it can
be expected that the follower vehicle awaits the subject vehicle to merge. If the
anticipated gap is not increasing, the subject vehicle may choose to induce a forced
merge. Ben-Akiva et al. (2006) define that initiated courtesy or forced merges do
repeat themselves until they result in a successful merge. However, the merging
manoeuvre can also fail as the leader or follower in the target lane change (e.g. the
following vehicle passes by). In that case, the next adjacent gap is considered and
the whole merging process starts from the beginning. The implementation of the
courtesy and forced merge principle in MITSIM showed that the merge positions
correspond to observed results, whereas a standard lane changing model allowed
the vehicles mainly to merge at the end of the acceleration lane.

However, the model described in Ben-Akiva et al. (2006) and Choudhury (2007)
did not consider the impacts that merging has on the acceleration behaviour model.
This relationship between acceleration and merging into a target gap was studied
by Toledo (2003), who proposes to use short-term plans. A short-term plan is
created if the adjacent gap in a merging manoeuvre is not applicable for the
subject vehicle. Therefore, the nearby gaps in front and behind the adjacent gap
are observed. The most applicable gap is defined as new target gap in the short-
term plan. As soon as the new target gap is chosen, the subject vehicle adjusts its
acceleration (or deceleration). Consequently, the probability of merging into the
targeted gap increases.

Hidas (2002) implemented a forced lane changing which is induced if the lane
changing manoeuvre is not feasible but essential. However, Hidas’ forced lane
changing (2002) works like a courtesy yielding. That is, the follower vehicle gets
a request from the merging vehicle and then decides whether to yield courtesy
or not. This decision is again based on the comparison between the needed and
acceptable acceleration which are calculated in the car-following model of SITRAS
and Equation 2.8, respectively. The subject driver is supposed to perform as
an average driver in terms of aggressiveness (θ = 50), wherefore the follower’s
aggressiveness has more influence on the success of a courtesy yielding. If the
follower vehicle does not provide courtesy, the process is repeated with the vehicle
behind the follower.

Hidas (2005) improved his previous model by focusing on merging areas and
implementing a cooperative and forced lane changing part, whereas the coopera-
tive part corresponds to courtesy yielding. The merging manoeuvre depends on
two variables, namely the merge point (MP) and the merge acceleration of the
subject vehicle. The merge point corresponds to the position where the merging
manoeuvre should take place for a considered gap and the merge acceleration de-
scribes the necessary acceleration of the subject vehicle for reaching the merge
point in one second. The merge acceleration has to lie within two defined accel-
eration thresholds, otherwise it is set to the threshold itself. Then it is checked if
a merging manoeuvre into the chosen gap at the merge point can be performed
before reaching the end of the lane. If it is not possible, the next gap is selected
and its corresponding merge point and acceleration are calculated and checked for
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their feasibility until an acceleration is accepted and the merging manoeuvre is
performed. Hidas (2005) defines the merge acceleration AM as

AM =
(
dx+ vMP + aMP

2 − vs

)
· 2, (2.10)

whereas dx is the distance to the merge point. vMP and aMP correspond to the
speed and acceleration of the merge point, which is assumed to be moving identical
as the follower or leader depending on whether the gap is in front or behind of the
subject vehicle. vs is the speed of the subject vehicle.

If the subject vehicle will approach the end of the acceleration lane in less than
ten seconds, the driver initiates a forced lane change in the model of Hidas (2005).
Additionally, the follower needs to be located behind the subject vehicle and the
gap between them has to be less than the critical gap in order to force a merge.
For calculating the merge acceleration in case of a forced merging manoeuvre, the
subject vehicle assigns the maximum decrease in speed and deceleration for the
follower (i.e. vMP and aMP in Equation 2.10 are selected). The maximum selected
speed decrease depends on the aggressiveness of the driver (i.e. more aggressive
drivers choose higher deceleration values for the follower). If the calculated merge
acceleration is evaluated to be feasible, the subject vehicle initiates its forced
lane change to the target lane and compels the follower to decelerate. Hidas’
cooperative part (2005) is implemented for each follower vehicle, whereas again
the follower needs to be located behind the subject vehicle and the gap has to be
less than the critical gap. If that is the case, the follower decides—depending on its
aggressiveness—how intense it should decelerate and thereby facilitate the merging
manoeuvre for the subject vehicle. The follower only decides to decelerate if this
assists the subject vehicle in merging before it reaches the end of the acceleration
lane.

The MOBIL model by Kesting et al. (2007) uses its standard lane changing
model, which is described in Chapter 2.1, for simulating merging behaviour at
on-ramps. A stagnant vehicle without speed nor acceleration is simulated at the
end of the acceleration lane in order to induce MLC behaviour for the approaching
ramp vehicles. This increases their incentive to merge into the adjacent lane. It
was observed that the politeness factor p does not have an influence on the spatial
distribution of the merges. However, aggressive drivers (p = 0) directly influence
merging areas, since they tend to avoid approaching merging areas by changing
lane.

In the HUTSIM-TPMA model by Kosonen (1999) and (2002), a separate al-
gorithm is used for dealing with merging manoeuvres from on-ramps. First, the
nearest vehicle in the adjacent lane of the acceleration lane is searched. The gap in
front or behind of this nearest neighbouring vehicle is chosen to merge into. After
selecting the desired gap, the subject vehicle has to move to its desired position—
which is adjacent to the gap—by accelerating or slowing down before it changes
lane. The gap acceptance parameters are defined separately in order to enable
merging into smaller gaps and thereby hindering vehicles from stopping at the end
of the acceleration lane.

The underlying principle for merging manoeuvres in the BABSIM model was
developed by Theis (1997). The standard merging procedure in Theis (1997) works
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as such that the subject vehicle searches for an acceptable gap in the target lane,
whereas only gaps in front of the subject vehicle are considered in order to keep the
speed. The subject vehicle already begins looking for a gap when it is approaching
the acceleration lane. Thereby, an anticipatory driving behaviour is ensured. If
an acceptable gap is found, the vehicle merges. If the gap is not large enough, the
cooperative part of Theis (1997) is initiated. The follower vehicle in the target
lane yields courtesy by decelerating or changing lane to the left until the subject
vehicle performs the lane change successfully or chooses another gap and therefore
another follower for cooperation. If the subject vehicle approaches the end of the
acceleration lane, smaller critical gaps and therefore smaller safe distances based
on Wiedemann’s psycho-physical model (1974) are accepted.

Daamen et al. (2010) try to compare different merging theories by looking at
their main components. The conclusion of their literature review is that there
exists no perfect combination of components such as cooperative or forced merges,
relaxation, courtesy yielding, etc. yet. Many models use only some components
and neglect others. For a more realistic simulation, however, all elements have
to be considered. The components influencing the merging behaviour identified
in Daamen et al. (2010) are displayed in Figure 2.4. Daamen et al. (2010) also

Figure 2.4. Conceptual model of merging behaviour proposed by Daamen et al. (2010)

looked at merge locations of on-ramps in the Netherlands, whereas they came to
the result that 51.4 % of all merges are performed in the first half of the acceleration
lane. Another peak can be observed at the taper which is the position where the
acceleration lane gets narrower. Under congested traffic conditions, the merge
locations are more distributed towards the end of the acceleration lane, whereas
the vehicles merging at the end of the lane often have higher speeds than the
neighbouring vehicles in the target lane. This leads to the conclusion that most
of those vehicles are actually overtaking on the acceleration lane although they
could have merged earlier. As a result, Daamen et al. (2010) propose a new gap
acceptance theory, whereas a choice model is used for deciding which gap out of a
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set of reachable gaps should be considered to merge into. Additionally, the subject
vehicle shall not be overtaken by too many vehicles on the freeway and must not
stop at the end of the acceleration lane in order to await an acceptable gap.

Another modelling approach is used in the ARCHISIM project (El Hadouaj
et al., 2004), where a multi-agent architecture describes the tasks of each agent
and their relationship. The most important agent is the driver-agent which spec-
ifies each driver’s behaviour, goal, perception, etc. The goal of the ARCHISIM
project is to develop a generic driver simulation which is applicable to any sce-
nario. Additionally, real persons navigating a driving simulator can be included
into the simulation process of ARCHISIM. For the case of merging from on-ramps,
El Hadouaj et al. (2004) divide the merging process into three areas with different
behaviour:

1. The insertion approach: In this area, the merging vehicle adjusts its speed
according to the speed of the upcoming freeway it is merging into.

2. The insertion: For modelling the insertion, the subject vehicle searches an
adequate gap in the adjacent lane which is moving at the same speed and
is large enough in order to allow a merging manoeuvre. If the vehicle is
approaching the end of the acceleration lane and the gap is judged to be
unsafe, it brakes and stops until an acceptable gap is found.

3. The post insertion: The merged vehicles adapt to the freeway’s speed. Stan-
dard car-following behaviour is used.

The same structure is used for yielded intersections in ARCHISIM. Since the
driver-agents are already defined to act anticipative and communicative with their
neighbouring vehicles, there is no need to model a cooperative behaviour into the
merging behaviour. The validation of the model showed that the simulated on-
ramp flows corresponded to the measured ones. However, no microscopic results
(e.g. merge positions) were reported by El Hadouaj et al. (2004).

Sarvi and Kuwahara (2001) attempted to study the merging behaviour in con-
gested traffic situations by using their developed driving simulator. For modelling
the acceleration behaviour of on-ramp vehicles, a modified car-following model is
used. The driving situations at acceleration lanes are more complex and need to
take the interactions between the subject vehicle and its follower and leader in the
target lane into account. The following stimuli-response equation is used by Sarvi
et al. (2002) for modelling the acceleration behaviour of on-ramp vehicles:

aR(t+ T ) = α0 + α1
V m

R (t+ T )
[XF lead(t)−XR(t)]l1

[VF lead(t)− VR(t)]

+ α2
V m

R (t+ T )
[XR(t)−XF lag(t)]l2

[VR(t)− VF lag(t)]

+ α3
1

[XF lead(t)−XR(t)]l3
{S(t)− f [v(t)]} ,

(2.11)

where
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aR(t + T ) is the acceleration rate of the ramp vehicle at time t [m/s2],
XR(t) is the location of the ramp vehicle at time t [m],
XF lead(t) is the location of the lag vehicle at time t [m],
XF lag(t) is the location of the leader at time t [m],
VR(t) is the speed of the ramp vehicle at time t [m/s],
VF lead(t) is the speed of the leader at time t [m/s],
VF lag(t) is the speed of the lag vehicle at time t [m/s],
S(t) is the spacing between the ramp vehicle and its leader at time t [m] and
f [v(t)] is the desired spacing as a function of speed [m].

The α and l values are parameters which need to be calibrated and T corre-
sponds to the reaction time of the driver. The stimuli-response equation focuses
on the relative speed between the merging vehicle and its leader and follower,
respectively. But the spacing between the subject vehicle and its leader is also
considered. Additionally, Sarvi et al. (2006) use a similar acceleration model for
the lag vehicle which improves the performance of their model. At free-flow traf-
fic conditions the merging vehicle decides—depending on its relative speed to the
leader—either to accelerate and therefore overtake the leader or to decelerate and
merge behind. If the relative speed between the merging vehicle and its follower is
negative, the merging vehicle will accelerate and force a merge. Otherwise it will
simply merge in front of the follower.

Sarvi and Kuwahara (2001) observed that most of the drivers tend to merge
at the end of the acceleration lane. Furthermore, it was noticed that the on-
ramp vehicles merge in alternation with the freeway vehicles. Therefore, no gap
acceptance model is needed under congested traffic conditions according to Sarvi
et al. (2002). After all, no relationship between the length of the acceleration lane
and the flow of merging vehicles was found under congested traffic conditions.
Sarvi et al. (2006) mention that many vehicles attempt to avoid on-ramp merging
areas by changing lane to the left in front of those areas.





Chapter 3

The merging behaviour
model in Olstam’s
implementation

This chapter describes the parts of the existing simulation model which are of
importance when dealing with merging manoeuvres at on-ramps: thus the merging
behaviour model. First the structure of the model is presented, then more detailed
information is given on the single components. Subsequently, a short summary as
well as a description of the most severe limitations of the existing model is included.

3.1 Structure
The most important components concerning simulations at on-ramps are included
in the acceleration- and lateral behaviour update. Figure 3.1 depicts these compo-
nents, whereas rounded rectangles represent start and end points, rectangles stand
for processes and rhombuses indicate decisions. The acceleration update is used
for determining the merge acceleration of vehicles driving on the acceleration lane
of an on-ramp but on the other hand also for calculating the courtesy deceleration
of freeway vehicles. The lateral behaviour update mainly ascertains whether a lane
change is desirable and possible to perform. It also includes decisions concerning
overtaking on rural roads and standard lane changes which are of no relevance for
this thesis. The following sub-sections describe the relevant components in more
detail.

3.1.1 Lateral behaviour update
The decision of lane changing is taken depending on the given desirability and
possibility of changing lane. While the desirability of changing lane when driving
on an on-ramp is obviously existent, the possibility has to be determined depending
on factors such as gap length and speed.

21
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Figure 3.1. Simplified structure of the lateral behaviour and acceleration update

Vehicles have the desire to change lane as soon as their current lane has a lane
closure. Only when this desirability of changing lane is existent, the possibility
of changing lane as well as the merge acceleration are calculated (cf. Figure 3.1).
In the existing model, the acceleration lane is located on a new road segment,
wherefore the acceleration lane is recognised as new lane of this segment by the
vehicles coming from the on-ramp. As the prior lane has no lane closure but
ends in this new lane, the desire of changing lane is not present until the moment
they enter the acceleration lane. The roads and lanes are labelled according to
the OpenDRIVE standard (Dupuis, 2008); the basic labelling principle can be
seen in Figure 3.2. Consequently, this is also the point in time when the merge
acceleration and the possibility of changing lane are determined for the first time.
While this moment is reasonable for checking the possibility of changing lane, the
merge acceleration should be calculated earlier if the adjacent freeway is in sight
distance since vehicles tend to anticipate and adjust their speed already prior to
the acceleration lane in order to allow merging into an adequate gap. Figure 3.2
exemplifies the existing situation. The black vehicle approaching the acceleration
lane should already see the vehicles on the freeway and accordingly adjust its
speed and acceleration. In the existing model, however, it does not. By setting
the desirability not until entering the acceleration lane, the calculation of the merge
acceleration starts too late and might not reflect drivers’ real behaviour.

For determining the possibility of a lane change, the main components are the
subject vehicle’s distances to the leader and follower as well as the needed decelera-
tion of the follower in case a lane change is performed. Thus unlike most common
models, the possibility of changing lane is not only dependent on the available
gaps or the chosen acceleration but both influencing variables. The distances have
to be larger than defined minimum distances and the follower’s needed deceler-
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Figure 3.2. Road labelling and constraints due to limited sight

ation must not exceed a selected acceptable deceleration value in order to allow
a lane change. The minimum front and back distances are calculated based on
the minimum time gaps from the HUTSIM-TPMA model by Kosonen (1999). For
instance, the minimum front distance df,min is given by

df,min = tdes · gapmin,fl, (3.1)

where tdes is the individual desired time gap and gapmin,fl is the minimum front
left gap defined by Kosonen (1999). For calculating the minimum back distance
the minimum back left gap gapmin,bl is used instead of gapmin,fl. The needed
deceleration of the follower, on the other hand, is determined according to Treiber
et al.’s IDM model (2000). However, no particular consideration for merging vehi-
cles is implemented. They are handled as any other vehicle trying to change lane
although it would be more reasonable to allow shorter gaps and higher acceptable
deceleration values as the subject vehicle approaches the end of the lane. Further-
more, the subject vehicle’s needed deceleration when performing a lane change
should be taken into account as well.

3.1.2 Standard acceleration
This subsection provides a short overview of the standard acceleration model as
parts of it are used in later calculations. Generally, the standard acceleration is
calculated based on Treiber et al.’s IDM model (2000), which has been extended
by the HDM (Human Driver Model) developed by Treiber et al. (2006). This
extension allows to take more than one preceding vehicle into consideration when
calculating the vehicle’s acceleration. The acceleration a is then given by

a = afree
i (t− T ′) +

i−1∑
j=i−n

aint
ij (t− T ′), (3.2)

where afree describes the acceleration of vehicle i in correspondence to its desired
speed and aint is the interaction acceleration for determining vehicle i’s safe accel-
eration (deceleration) with respect to the chosen front vehicle j, whereas there are
n preceding vehicles taken into account (in the IDM model without HDM exten-
sion, the number of front vehicles n equals 1). Additionally, t is the current time
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and T ′ corresponds to the reaction time. While the calculation of afree remains
equal to Treiber et al.’s proposal (2006), the interaction acceleration aint has been
modified in Olstam’s implementation in order to improve the model’s performance
on Swedish freeways. The interaction acceleration in Olstam (2009) is calculated
by

aint = −a0 ·


( s

s∗ )−2, s
s∗ < 1

c1( s
s∗ − c3)3 + c2( s

s∗ − c3)2 + c4, 1 ≤ s
s∗ ≤ β

0, s
s∗ > β

(3.3)

The first case, where the ratio of the actual gap s and the desired safety gap s∗
is smaller than 1, describes a stabilising braking behaviour which ensures that the
interaction acceleration approaches the desired maximum deceleration −a0 with a
decreasing ratio. The third case depends on the parameter β. If the ratio is larger
than β, the interaction acceleration is zero. That is, the front vehicle is not taken
into consideration anymore. The second case is defined for ratio-values in between
the two described cases. If the ratio is equal to 1, the interaction acceleration is
equal to the desired maximum deceleration −a0. Otherwise, the parameters c1,
c2, c3 and c4, which are based on β, are used for establishing a smooth interaction
acceleration function which becomes zero at β.

By taking the preceding vehicles into account and by modifying the interac-
tion acceleration, a much better agreement with the Swedish freeways’ speed-flow
relationships has been achieved. More detailed results can be found in Paper V of
Olstam (2009).

3.1.3 Merge acceleration
The process of calculating the needed acceleration for merging is initiated as soon
as a vehicle enters the acceleration lane of an on-ramp as the vehicles desire to
change lane due to the lane closure. Its aim is to find an adequate and feasible
acceleration which allows to merge into a chosen gap before reaching the end of the
lane; this specific acceleration is henceforth called merge acceleration. Figure 3.3
illustrates the structure for calculating the merge acceleration, which is a slightly
modified version of the structure proposed by Hidas (2005). The course of action
can be described by the following seven indicated steps:

1. Choose adjacent gap: The first vehicle ahead and behind the subject vehicle in
the adjacent freeway lane are chosen. Those vehicles are the leader and follower,
respectively.

2. Check gap length: Whether the chosen gap is physically feasible, is decided by

xl − xf > 2 · s0 + Ls, (3.4)

where x is the position of the leader and follower, respectively, s0 is the minimum
distance between stationary vehicles and Ls is the length of the subject vehicle. If
the distance between the two vehicles (i.e. the length of the gap) is larger than the
defined distance on the right hand side of the equation, the next step is initiated.
Otherwise, the next upstream or downstream gap is chosen (see step 7). It is not
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Figure 3.3. Structure of the merge acceleration calculation

considered that the gap might get narrower or larger during the next time steps
due to the acceleration of the leader and follower vehicle. For instance, if the gap is
narrower than the defined distance but the leader is accelerating and the follower
decelerating, the gap is still rejected, although it will soon become large enough.

3. Calculate merge point: The distance to the merge point is calculated in relation
to the position of the current follower and leader, respectively. If the subject
vehicle is in front of the leader or at maximum the length of s0 behind the leader
(if xs > xl − s0), the distance to the merge point is negative and the merge point
is assumed to move with the same speed and acceleration as the leader. If the
subject vehicle is behind the position of the follower plus the length of s0 and the
length of the subject vehicle (if xs < xf + s0 +Ls), then the distance to the merge
point is positive and the merge point’s speed and acceleration are assumed to be
equal to those of the follower. The merge point itself is located at the minimum
distance between stationary vehicles s0 behind the leader or ahead the follower.
For instance, the distance to the negative merge point dMP is calculated by

dMP = −(|xs − (xl − Ll − s0)|), (3.5)

where xs and xl is the position of the subject and leader, respectively, and Ll is
the length of the leader vehicle.

If neither condition is fulfilled, the distance to the merge point is assumed to be
zero and a lane change is initiated. This can lead to critical situations as it is not
checked whether the gap is becoming narrower or larger with the current follower’s
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and leader’s speed and acceleration, respectively. Furthermore, the speed of the
subject vehicle is not taken into account. The subject vehicle might be moving
much faster or slower than the vehicles on the freeway and therefore either has to
brake heavily itself or cause the follower to decelerate strongly in order to avoid
any collisions after it has performed the merging manoeuvre.

4. Calculate merge acceleration: The merge acceleration for reaching the merge
point within one second is calculated according to Equation 2.10. If the resulting
merge acceleration is above zero, although the distance to the merge point is nega-
tive, the merge acceleration is set to half of the vehicle’s comfortable deceleration.
On the other hand, a merge acceleration below zero in combination with a positive
distance towards the merge point effects that the merge acceleration is set to half
of the vehicle’s maximum free acceleration rate.

5. Check feasibility: The implemented feasibility check tests whether the merge
point can be reached safely before the end of the lane. Therefore, the merge accel-
eration needs to be calculated based on the time left before reaching the end of the
lane tend minus the time needed for performing a lane change tLC . By assuming
a constant acceleration of the merge point, the following equation can be used in
order to calculate the needed merge acceleration AM for reaching the merge point
in the given time:

AM =

(
dx+ vMP · t+ aMP ·t2

2 − vs · t
)
· 2

t2
, (3.6)

where dx is the previously calculated distance to the merge point, vMP and aMP

are the speed and acceleration of the merge point, vs is the speed of the subject
vehicle and t equals tend − tLC .

If the resulting merge acceleration is located in between the comfortable decel-
eration and maximum free acceleration thresholds, the process continues with the
feasibility check; otherwise the next step is initiated. The second part of the feasi-
bility check calculates the anticipated positions of the follower, leader and subject
vehicles with constant acceleration (the merge acceleration from Equation 3.6 in
case of the subject vehicle) at the time the subject vehicle has reached the end
of the lane. Furthermore, the needed deceleration of the follower vehicle under
the conditions given at the same point in time is calculated according to Treiber
et al.’s IDM model (2000). The merge acceleration is only feasible if

• the subject vehicle is located between the leader and follower,

• the follower’s needed deceleration is not below the comfortable deceleration
and

• the distance between the subject vehicle and the leader is larger than the
minimum front distance (cf. Equation 3.1).

If the feasibility check is fulfilled, the vehicle’s acceleration is either set to
the merge acceleration for reaching the merge point in one second or to the corre-
sponding maximum acceleration or comfortable deceleration threshold if the merge
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acceleration is exceeding any of these two. In case the feasibility of the merge ac-
celeration is not achieved, the next step is initiated.

However, this implemented feasibility check is not performing well as it does
not really test whether the merge point can be reached before the subject vehicle
arrives at the end of the acceleration lane. If the speed of the subject vehicle is
lower or higher than the prevailing speed of the freeway, this will often result in
an unfulfilled feasibility check since the subject vehicle will be located ahead of
the leader or behind the follower at that time. When that is the case, it is not
taken into account that a merge could already have been performed earlier. But
as soon as the conditions for a merge are fulfilled, the subject vehicle performs
a lane change, adapts to the prevailing freeway speed and stays in between the
leader and follower or performs another lane change to the left in order to keep its
higher speed. Consequently, the positions of the three vehicles with the current
acceleration after tend do not allow to deduce whether the chosen gap is feasible
or not since the merging manoeuvre could have been performed earlier.

6. Force lane change: A forced lane change is initiated if the merge acceleration of
the chosen gap is not feasible and if the time before the subject vehicle reaches the
end of the lane tend is below ten seconds. The value of ten seconds was implemented
according to Hidas (2005) but does not seem to be applicable. Assuming a vehicle
approaching with a speed of 100 km/h, this condition will be fulfilled for the last
278 metres. This is too early for allowing forced merges since many acceleration
lanes are not even that long. If tend is greater than ten seconds, the next step is
initiated. Otherwise, the following criteria need to be fulfilled in order to perform
a forced lane change:

• the subject vehicle is located between the leader and follower,

• the distance between the subject vehicle and the follower is larger than s0
and

• the distance between the subject vehicle and the leader is larger than the
minimum front distance (cf. Equation 3.1).

If only one of these criteria is not fulfilled, the subject vehicle will not change its
lane but decelerate in order to come to a standstill at the end of the lane if no
merging manoeuvre can be performed earlier.

7. Select new gap: If the chosen gap is not large enough or the time before the
subject vehicle reaches the end of the acceleration lane tend is above ten seconds,
a new gap is selected. Whether the new chosen gap is ahead or behind the current
gap, depends on the subject vehicle’s speed compared to the speed of the adjacent
freeway lane. A higher speed of the subject vehicle induces that the next down-
stream gap is chosen. On the contrary, the next upstream gap is chosen if a higher
freeway speed is prevailing. As soon as a gap is selected, the process of finding a
feasible merge acceleration starts again beginning from step 2.
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3.1.4 Courtesy deceleration
Providing courtesy deceleration for facilitating on-ramp vehicles’ merging manoeu-
vres is considered as soon as there is an upcoming lane closure on an adjacent lane.
But courtesy is not provided to arbitrary vehicles. On-ramp vehicles have to fulfil
some criteria before being assisted by the follower on the freeway. The following
four steps correspond to Figure 3.4 and describe the structure of the existing cour-
tesy deceleration process.

Is position

valid for courtesy 

yielding?

Standard acceleration

Is the

 speed too low?

Calculate courtesy 

deceleration

Is the

 courtesy decel. 

too low?

Return courtesy 

deceleration

Yes

Yes

Courtesy deceleration

No

Yes

No

No

Figure 3.4. Structure of the courtesy deceleration calculation

1. Positioning check: Courtesy is only provided to on-ramp vehicles on the ad-
jacent lane which are located in between the subject vehicle and its front vehicle
on the freeway. If the on-ramp vehicle is ahead of the front vehicle, it is only
taken into account if the distance between the two vehicles is not higher than the
on-ramp vehicle’s length and if its speed is lower than the front vehicle’s one. Both
scenarios are displayed in Figure 3.5, whereas in this case the yielding vehicle is
labelled as subject vehicle s and the on-ramp vehicle as front right vehicle fr.
However, courtesy is provided no matter how far away the on-ramp vehicle is lo-
cated with respect to the subject vehicle. This leads to unnecessary decelerations
of the freeway vehicles.

2. Speed check: If the subject vehicle’s speed is below a defined minimum speed,
it will not provide courtesy. This ensures that the speed on the freeway does not
decline further due to courtesy yielding.

3. Calculate courtesy deceleration: Similar to Equation 3.6, the courtesy deceler-
ation Ac is calculated by

Ac =

(
dx− s∗ + vo · t+ ao·t2

2 − vs · t
)
· 2

t2
, (3.7)
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f

fr

s

Provide courtesy if: xs < xfr < xf

f

fr

s

Provide courtesy if: xfr − Lfr < xf and vfr < vf

Figure 3.5. Positioning check for providing courtesy deceleration

where dx is the distance between the subject and on-ramp vehicle, s∗ the desired
safety gap according to Treiber et al.’s IDM model (2000), vo and ao the speed
and acceleration of the on-ramp vehicle, vs the speed of the subject vehicle and t
corresponds to the time a standard lane change lasts. The courtesy deceleration is
calculated equally for all cases, although on-ramp vehicles being close to the end
of the lane might demand more assistance than others.

4. Feasibility check: The calculated courtesy deceleration rate is only applied, if
it is higher than the comfortable deceleration threshold. It is not checked whether
the on-ramp vehicle is able to merge in front of the subject vehicle, when the
courtesy deceleration is applied. For instance, a subject vehicle with high speed
decelerating a little before reaching the end of lane, will not assist a low-speed
on-ramp vehicle with its merging manoeuvre but hinder it if there is a larger gap
behind the subject vehicle. This can slow down the speed of the freeway without
helping the on-ramp vehicle to merge and corresponds to unrealistic behaviour.

3.2 Summary
A feasible merging manoeuvre is a complex process which is dependent on several
factors and heavily interrelated with the subject vehicle’s positioning in relation
to its follower and leader. The subject vehicle’s positioning, again, is dependent
on the merge acceleration. The follower might choose to provide courtesy and
therefore facilitate a potential lane change by enlarging the available gap. On the
other hand, the leader might provide courtesy as well or has to decelerate due to
the current traffic conditions, wherefore the gap is shortened again. The existing
model tries to cover most of the possible merging situations but fails at some (cf.
Chapter 3.3).

The existing process for calculating the merge acceleration is basically based
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on Hidas’ model (2005). The main differences can be traced back to the fact that
the existing model has to be applicable for driving simulators. Therefore, it is,
for instance, not possible to directly influence and set the speed of neighbouring
vehicles since any vehicle could be a real driver from the driving simulator. Con-
sequently, Hidas’ implementation (2005) concerning the cooperative- and forced
merging is infeasible for models dealing with driving simulators. As this process—
with exception of the forced lane changing part—only returns the subject vehicle’s
prospective acceleration, the decision of changing lane is still taken in the lateral
behaviour update. In the lateral behaviour update the behaviour of the surround-
ing vehicles is accounted for as well since the follower and leader have a great
impact on the feasibility of a merging manoeuvre. In terms of neighbouring vehi-
cles’ cooperation, courtesy yielding is implemented. Vehicles on the freeway assist
on-ramp vehicles with their merging manoeuvres by decelerating. But freeway ve-
hicles do not consider to change lane more frequently away from the lane adjacent
to the acceleration lane during merging areas.

3.3 Limitations
As already described in the previous sections, several weaknesses were detected
when studying the existing model. These limitations affect the functionality of
the merging behaviour model and as a result hinder realistic driving behaviour at
on-ramps. The main limitations are listed and described below.

Merge anticipation: On-ramp vehicles approaching the acceleration lane do not
anticipate how they are going to adjust their speed in order to merge into
the chosen gap safely. This does not only shorten the available time for
adapting their speed but complicates finding a feasible gap as well. In reality,
vehicles often decide already prior to the acceleration lane—where they can
not change lane yet—into which gap they are trying to merge and begin
adapting their speed correspondingly. It must be taken into account that this
anticipation is only possible if the sight between the on-ramp and freeway is
not hindered by dense trees or other obstacles.

Gap acceptance: The existing model does not differentiate between discretionary
and mandatory lane changes, wherefore on-ramp vehicles are treated like
standard vehicles concerning gap acceptance. This behaviour is not ad-
equate since merging manoeuvres should be considered as mandatory lane
changes. Consequently, as mentioned in Chapter 2.2, merging vehicles should
accept shorter gaps and higher deceleration values for the follower and for
themselves when they are approaching the end of the acceleration lane.

Gap anticipation: When searching for feasible gaps in terms of their length, it
is not taken into account how the gap is going to develop over the next time
steps. In reality, merging vehicles try to anticipate and distinguish whether
the considered gap will be getting narrower or larger during the next time
steps and hence decide whether the gap is feasible or not. Thereby, some
gaps, which would not have been chosen otherwise, become feasible.
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Merging feasibility: The current merging feasibility is implemented incorrectly
and as a consequence of this only rarely fulfilled. For this reason, on-ramp
vehicles do not accept feasible gaps, decelerate too much and initiate forced
lane changes unnecessarily. These consequences cause the overall speed to
drop. In order to solve these problems, an efficient feasibility check for choos-
ing the right gap and merge acceleration has to be implemented. The idea
of choosing the gap, into which a merging manoeuvre can be performed
safely before reaching the end of the acceleration lane, can remain but must
be implemented efficiently. Additionally, not only the adjacent gap but the
surrounding gaps should be checked for their feasibility. Even if the adja-
cent gap is feasible, the gap ahead or behind might be more feasible as the
subject vehicle’s needed change in acceleration for reaching this gap might
not be as high. However, the speed can differentiate considerably from the
desired speed since higher deceleration or acceleration values might become
necessary for reaching a selected gap.

Forced lane change: In the current model, forced lane changes are initiated
much too frequently, wherefore the speed on the freeway is declining notice-
ably. A forced lane change should only be initiated as last alternative when
all other possibilities have failed.

Cooperative lane change: The lane changing behaviour of freeway vehicles is
not affected when they are approaching merging areas. However, as de-
scribed in Chapter 2.3, vehicles often attempt to avoid staying on the lane
adjacent to the acceleration lane as they do not want to be affected by merg-
ing vehicles. Consequently, freeway vehicles should change their lane more
frequently away from the on-ramp when approaching merging areas on the
lane adjacent to the on-ramp.

Courtesy deceleration: The existing implementation of the courtesy decelera-
tion process has some limitations as it allows providing courtesy to vehicles
being several hundred metres ahead and does not differentiate in its magni-
tude of yielded deceleration depending on how close the on-ramp vehicle is
located towards the end of its lane. Additionally, there is no efficient feasibil-
ity check whether the merging vehicle benefits from the provided courtesy.
As a consequence, the provided courtesy deceleration of freeway vehicles
often does not support but hinder merging vehicles in their planned ma-
noeuvres. In order to create a more realistic behaviour concerning courtesy
deceleration, an improved feasibility taking the mentioned limitations into
account has to be implemented.





Chapter 4

The developed merging
behaviour model

The following sections describe the newly developed merging behaviour model
which has been implemented into Olstam’s model for simulating surrounding ve-
hicles in driving simulators (2009). For developing the merging behaviour model,
the findings of the literature review as well as the limitations of the existing model
were taken into account. Similarly to the previous chapter, the single compo-
nents of the developed model are described in detail before focusing on occurring
limitations.

4.1 Model components
The main structure of the developed model was not changed as the functions’ fields
of responsibility are well-defined (cf. Chapter 3.1 and Figure 3.1, respectively).
However, the functionality of each single component was improved according to
the observed limitations and findings of the literature review. Obviously, the
main changes have been made to the calculation of the merge acceleration even
though modifications were needed throughout the acceleration- and lateral be-
haviour update. The following sub-sections elaborate on the single elements of the
acceleration- and lateral behaviour update.

4.1.1 Lateral behaviour update
The scope of the lateral behaviour update is to determine whether it is desirable
and possible to change lane. As discussed in Chapter 3.1.1, vehicles coming from
the on-ramp should begin looking for gaps already before entering the acceleration
lane. This functionality was added and therefore allows an earlier initialisation of
the merge acceleration function. As a result, the acceleration of the on-ramp
vehicles is adjusted already earlier which enables the on-ramp vehicles to adapt
to the freeway’s prevailing speed. This facilitates merging before reaching the end
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of lane. Additionally, this effect of earlier speed adaptation avoids the problem of
on-ramp vehicles approaching the acceleration lane at high speed even though the
freeway traffic conditions are dense. Obviously, on-ramp vehicles approaching free
flow conditions at too low speed are not plausible anymore either. In the current
implementation, vehicles start looking for gaps as soon as the time before reaching
the acceleration lane tend is below a defined threshold (currently set to 8 s) as
vehicles will not adjust their speed if the acceleration lane is far away. As the lane
visibility record provided by the openDRIVE standard (Dupuis, 2008) is not in
use in Olstam’s model (2009) yet, the threshold is set manually to the point where
lane visibility to the freeway is provided. Thereby, anticipation is only possible if
the sight distance to the freeway is not blocked by any obstacles as depicted in
Figure 4.1. As soon as the freeway is within range of vision, the current lane is not
the desired lane anymore and the merge acceleration function can be initiated.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1. Merge anticipation depending on available (a) or blocked sight (b)

The second major change in the newly developed lateral behaviour update
facilitates the possibility of performing lane changes for on-ramp vehicles. The
minimum front and back distances which need to be kept for a safe merge are de-
creasing linearly as the merging vehicle approaches the end of the acceleration lane.
Thereby, it is taken into account that drivers tend to get impatient and accept
more risks towards the end of the lane. Furthermore, not only the needed deceler-
ation of the follower but also of the subject vehicle is considered and compared to
corresponding maximum rates. The needed deceleration values of the subject and
follower are calculated by the interaction acceleration. The interaction accelera-
tion is described in more detail in Chapter 4.1.2 as it was modified slightly. The
maximum acceptable deceleration values are decreasing linearly as the merging ve-
hicle approaches the end of the lane. Furthermore, the subject vehicle’s maximum
acceptable deceleration rate is lower than the follower’s as merging vehicles can
not be sure how their current follower reacts. These changes correspond to real
drivers’ behaviour as smaller and more risky gaps are accepted towards the end
of the lane in order to avoid coming to a standstill at the end of the acceleration
lane.

Apart from courtesy deceleration in the acceleration model, cooperation be-
tween freeway and on-ramp vehicles is now also introduced in the lane changing
behaviour model which is heavily related to Kesting et al.’s MOBIL model (2007).
Cooperation is induced by “informing” freeway vehicles about the upcoming on-
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ramp. Consequently, approaching freeway vehicles perceive the right lane less
attractive as the lane’s travel time is likely to increase with vehicles merging from
the acceleration lane. This reduction of the lane’s attractiveness is achieved by
removing the ∆abias threshold from the incentive criterion (cf. Equation 2.5) in
order to facilitate changes to the left lane. As soon as freeway vehicles are on the
right lane adjacent to the acceleration lane, the equation changes from Equation 2.5
to Equation 4.1, where the added ai corresponds to the interaction acceleration of
the freeway vehicle (subject) with the on-ramp vehicle.

ãs − (as + ai)︸ ︷︷ ︸
subject

+p

ãf − af︸ ︷︷ ︸
follower

 > ∆ath + ∆abias, (4.1)

If this criterion is fulfilled, a lane change to the left is performed. Consequently,
the willingness and frequency of changing to the left lane increases as the equation’s
term related to the subject increases if there is an on-ramp vehicle nearby. By
implementing these two measures, the influence of on-ramp vehicles onto the right
freeway lane is taken into account leading to more lane changes to the left.

4.1.2 Interaction acceleration
The interaction acceleration (cf. Chapter 3.1.2) is used for determining a safe
acceleration (deceleration) with respect to a chosen front vehicle. When using the
existing model, one could observe that follower vehicles decelerated heavily after a
successful merge took place closely in front of them although the front vehicle was
moving faster. The same effect could be observed for the merging vehicle itself if
it was merging closely to its faster moving leader. This behaviour is unrealistic
as vehicles do not decelerate that heavily if there is some distance to a faster
moving front vehicle. In order to cope with this issue, a fourth case has been
added to the calculation of the interaction acceleration (for the three other cases
cf. Chapter 3.1.2). In this new case, the interaction acceleration is set equal to
the engine deceleration rate if

• the gap size is larger than the minimum distance between stationary vehicles
s0,

• the leader’s speed is higher than the follower’s and

• the regular interaction acceleration is lower than the engine deceleration.

By decelerating only with the engine deceleration rate, abrupt decelerations after
merging manoeuvres are avoided which leads to a more consistent and realistic
traffic flow. Moreover, the gap size increases constantly until the interaction ac-
celeration is zero.

4.1.3 Merge acceleration
The structure of the developed merge acceleration process differs considerably
from its previous version although its aim of finding a suitable merge acceleration
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for safely merging into a chosen gap has stayed the same. As can be seen in
Figure 4.2, the main process is divided into two parts depending on whether a
gap has already been selected or not. This measure has been introduced in order
to secure that drivers who have chosen a gap, stick to this gap unless something
unforeseen happens (e.g. a lane change to the left of the follower or leader).
This behaviour corresponds to realistic driving behaviour as drivers usually plan
their future merging manoeuvre and adapt their speed accordingly. Additionally,
Daamen et al.’s proposal (2010) of considering a set of reachable gaps instead of
only looking at one gap at a time step is adapted. This is achieved by evaluating
the three surrounding gaps (adjacent, behind and ahead of the subject). For the
gap selection process, a new feasibility check—choosing the gap with the least
influence on the subject and follower vehicle—has been implemented. The two
consequent subsections present both parts of the merge acceleration process and
their differences in detail.
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Figure 4.2. Structure of the developed merge acceleration calculation

Merge acceleration without selected gap

The case that no gap is currently selected can occur if an on-ramp vehicle is within
sight distance of the freeway for the first time or if the previously selected gap is
not feasible anymore. The process of finding a suitable merge acceleration starts
by collecting the followers and leaders of the three surrounding gaps. That is, not
only the adjacent gap, but also the gaps behind and ahead of the adjacent gap,
are considered. The process of choosing the most feasible merge acceleration is
described in the following five steps, whereas the last two steps are related to the
cases where no feasible gap is found.

1. Calculate merge acceleration: Before calculating the merge acceleration, upper
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and lower limit positions are defined. These two position are located at the min-
imum distance between stationary vehicles s0 behind the leader and in front of
the follower, respectively. The arrows in Figure 4.3 depict the different upper and
lower limit positions of the considered gaps. The acceleration needed to accelerate
to these two points in the time left before reaching the end of the lane tend is
calculated as in Equation 3.6 (the merge point is the upper or lower limit posi-
tion) and is defined as upper and lower limit acceleration, respectively. The upper
and lower limit accelerations can be negative or positive no matter if the gap is
in front, behind or adjacent. For instance, if the downstream traffic situation of
the freeway is rather dense, vehicles will be moving slowly, wherefore both limit
accelerations of the ahead gap most likely will be negative. On the other hand,
the upper and lower limit accelerations of the behind gap are both positive if the
gaps are large enough.

Behind gap Ahead gapAdjacent gap

Figure 4.3. Overview of upper and lower limit positions of the three surrounding gaps

For setting the merge acceleration, three cases are considered:

• The current acceleration lies within the upper and lower limit accelerations:
the merge acceleration corresponds to the upper or lower limit acceleration
depending on which position is closer to the subject vehicle.

• The current acceleration is higher than the upper limit acceleration: the
merge acceleration corresponds to the upper limit acceleration.

• The current acceleration is lower than the lower limit acceleration: the merge
acceleration corresponds to the lower limit acceleration unless the current
acceleration is lower due to a close on-ramp vehicle in front of the subject; if
that is the case, the merge acceleration is set to the interaction acceleration
with respect to the other on-ramp vehicle.

The calculated merge acceleration is only taken into account if it lies within the
defined minimum and maximum acceleration thresholds (set to -4 and 2.8 m/s2,
respectively).

2. Calculate needed decelerations: For determining the needed deceleration of the
follower and subject in case of a merge, the position and speed of the subject,
follower and leader after the time before reaching the end of the lane tend are cal-
culated under the assumption of constant acceleration. The needed decelerations
of the follower and subject in case the subject merges can then be calculated by
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the interaction acceleration. If one of the two calculated needed decelerations ex-
ceeds the defined needed deceleration threshold, the gap is not feasible as it would
require too high decelerations of the follower or subject.
3. Evaluate feasible merge accelerations: If all three gaps are feasible, the best
suiting merge acceleration needs to be selected. The merge acceleration having
the least influence on the current acceleration of the subject and follower is sup-
posed to be the best suiting merge acceleration since it keeps interactions with the
surrounding vehicles at a minimum. An aggressive fast moving vehicle will rather
try to take the gap ahead in order to keep the current speed while a slower moving
vehicle, on the other hand, might rather choose the gap behind for merging safely.
The influence of each merge acceleration Minf is calculated by

Minf = (|AM − acurr,s|+ |aint,s − acurr,s|+ |aint,f − acurr,f |) , (4.2)

where AM is the selected merge acceleration from step 1 and the other variables
correspond to the current or interaction accelerations of the subject or follower
depending on their subscripts (e.g. acurr,s is the current acceleration of the sub-
ject). The gap with the smallest influence Minf is chosen, whereas the adjacent
gap is always favoured by adding a defined uncertainty threshold (currently set
to 5 m/s2) to the other gaps. This is done as drivers normally tend to choose
the adjacent gap since other gaps are not as predictable concerning how the traf-
fic situation is going to evolve. As soon as a gap is selected, the corresponding
merge acceleration is set and the chosen gap is remembered, wherefore the merge
acceleration is calculated according to the other merge acceleration process (with
selected gap) in the next time step. If no gap is feasible, the process continues
with step 4.
4. Calculate needed deceleration: The deceleration needed for coming to a stand-
still at the end of the acceleration lane is calculated and set to the current acceler-
ation. This deceleration is determined by calculating the interaction acceleration
with a virtual point at the end of the acceleration lane (i.e. setting s equal to
the distance until the end of the lane in Equation 3.3). Before setting this new
deceleration rate, it is checked whether the traffic situation allows a forced merging
manoeuvre according to step 5.
5. Force lane change: A forced lane change is only being considered if the time
before reaching the end of the lane tend is below a defined threshold which is de-
pendent on the speed limit and length of the acceleration lane (currently set to
4 s). Apart from tend, the distances to the follower and leader are of importance.
Consequently, for fulfilling the requirements of forcing a lane change,

• the follower is at least located s0 behind the subject vehicle or

• has a lower speed or acceleration than the subject and is located maximum
adjacent to the on-ramp vehicle and

• the leader is at least located s0 in front of the subject vehicle or

• has a higher speed than the subject and the distance to the on-ramp vehicle
is larger than the minimum front distance.
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If those criteria are fulfilled, a forced lane change is conducted.

Merge acceleration with selected gap

Before calculating the merge acceleration and its feasibility for the selected gap,
another feasibility check for controlling whether the traffic situation has changed
significantly is performed. That is, the following two cases are checked:

• Has the follower or leader of the current gap performed a lane change to the
left?

• Has the vehicle behind or in front of the subject merged into the right freeway
lane?

If any of these items is true, the gap is unselected and a new gap has to be chosen
according to the previous merge acceleration process (without selected gap) in
order to adapt to the new traffic situation. If the traffic situation has not changed
since the last time step, the selected gap is still valid and the calculation of the
merge acceleration begins.

The main difference to the previous calculation is that—apart from looking
only at the selected gap—the desired merge location is determined more precisely
and depending on the size of the gap. If the gap size is smaller than two times
the desired distance, which is given by multiplying the desired time gap with the
current speed, plus the subject vehicle’s length (if Lgap < 2 · sdes +Ls), the merge
point is set to the middle of the gap in terms of time. The middle of the gap
is chosen since this is the position where a merging manoeuvre will influence the
surrounding vehicles the least. Instead of assuming half of the total gap as center,
the time for reaching the middle of the gap tm is considered. Thereby, it is taken
into account whether the gap is getting larger or smaller. The length of a gap (cf.
Figure 4.4) is defined by

Lgap = vf · tf + Ls + vs · ts, (4.3)

where Lgap is the length of the gap and Ls the length of the subject. The follower’s
speed vf times a specific time tf gives the distance of the follower to the subject.
The same calculation is done for the subject’s distance to the leader with subscript
s. By rewriting Equation 4.3 to Equation 4.4—tf and ts are assumed to be equal

vf�tf vs�tsLs

Figure 4.4. Structure of the developed merge acceleration calculation
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in order to get the middle of the gap—the time for reaching the middle of the gap
tm can be calculated:

tm = Lgap − Ls

vf − vs
, (4.4)

The subject’s distance to the merge point dMP is then determined by

dMP = (xs − xf ) + tm · vf + Ls, (4.5)

where xs − xf calculates the subject’s distance to the follower. The speed and
acceleration of the merge point is set equal to the follower’s.

For larger gaps, it is not desirable to merge into the middle of the gap since
this point could be far away. It is more feasible to compute the distance to the
merge point dMP depending on which vehicle (follower or leader) is closer to the
subject. The merge point is set to the subject’s desired distance in front of the
follower or behind the leader according to Equation 4.6, where tdes is the subject’s
desired time gap. Using the desired time gap instead of the minimum distance
between stationary vehicles s0 has the advantage that the distance to the gap
vehicles will be as desired wherefore there will not be any need for deceleration
when performing the merging manoeuvre.

dMP =
{

(xf − xs) + tdes · vs + Ls if |xs − xf | < |xs − xl|
(xl − xs)− tdes · vs − Ll if |xs − xf | > |xs − xl|

(4.6)

The merge acceleration for reaching the merge point of the selected gap is calcu-
lated for three different times; the optimum, minimum and maximum time. For
the minimum and maximum time, the values of 1 s and the time before reaching
the end of the lane tend are chosen, respectively. The optimum time can be under-
stood as the time where the least change in acceleration is needed for merging and
can be determined by differentiating the needed merge acceleration for reaching
the merge point in a given time (cf. Equation 3.6) with respect to the time t and
setting the result equal to zero. This results in

topt = −2 · dMP

vMP − vs
, (4.7)

where topt is the optimum time and vMP the speed of the merge point. The opti-
mum time topt needs to be positive and lower than tend for being considered. The
merge acceleration is then calculated for each of the three time values according to
Equation 3.6. That is, t is one after another set equal to 1, tend and topt. Before
testing the feasibility of each merge acceleration, it is checked whether a lower
acceleration is needed due to a nearby on-ramp vehicle in front of the subject. If
that is the case, the merge acceleration is set to the interaction acceleration with
the corresponding front vehicle.

For choosing the most feasible acceleration, the same feasibility criteria as in
the steps 2 and 3 of the previous merge acceleration process (without selected
gap) are applied, with the only difference being that the influence of the merge
acceleration is calculated for the selected gap with three different times instead
of three different gaps at one time value; obviously, the uncertainty threshold for
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favouring the adjacent gap is not used anymore. Again, the merge acceleration
having the least influence on the subject and follower is chosen. If no merge
acceleration of the selected gap is feasible anymore, the chosen gap is unselected.
That is, in the next time step, all three gaps are checked for their feasibility
according to the previous merge acceleration process (without selected gap) again.
Before finally setting the merge acceleration, it is checked—no matter if the merge
acceleration is feasible or not—whether a forced lane change is possible. This is
done exactly the same way as in step 5 of the previous merge acceleration process
(without selected gap) and allows merging into a narrower gap if the necessary
criteria are fulfilled.

4.1.4 Courtesy deceleration

The two initial conditions for providing courtesy to an on-ramp vehicle have stayed
the same as in the existing model. That is, the merging vehicle still needs to be
positioned behind the front vehicle or maximum adjacent to the front vehicle with
a lower speed than the front vehicle’s (cf. Figure 3.5). Another possibility is that
there is no front vehicle.

In order to constrain the number of vehicles providing courtesy, the model was
extended in such a way that the considered merging vehicle has to be in range of at
least 100 metres. Thereby, freeway vehicles do not start decelerating unnecessarily
early. For calculating the courtesy deceleration, the freeway vehicle’s interaction
acceleration with respect to the merging vehicle is determined. If it is higher
than half the comfortable deceleration threshold (currently set to -4 m/s2) and
lower than the current acceleration, the interaction acceleration is chosen as new
courtesy deceleration. If this criterion is not fulfilled, it is checked whether the
merging vehicle is already located close to the end of the acceleration lane. If that
is the case, the courtesy deceleration is set to the higher value of the interaction
acceleration and the comfortable deceleration threshold, respectively. This is done
as vehicles close to the end of the acceleration lane need more assistance than
vehicles at the beginning of the acceleration lane for merging safely. Thus, the
freeway vehicle’s level of assistance is dependent on the merging vehicle’s position
on the acceleration lane.

Before the freeway vehicle provides courtesy, it is checked whether decelerating
assists the on-ramp vehicle’s merging manoeuvre. Under the assumption of con-
stant acceleration, the distance to the merging vehicle has to be larger than the
vehicle’s length plus the minimum distance between stationary vehicles s0 after
the time before reaching the end of the lane tend. The courtesy deceleration is ad-
mitted if this distance is achieved with the courtesy deceleration but not with the
current acceleration. Thereby, the courtesy deceleration is only applied if needed
by the on-ramp vehicle. In case the minimum distance is not guaranteed with any
of the two accelerations, the freeway vehicle tries to accelerate depending on the
right lane’s traffic situation. Consequently, it assists the merging vehicle even if
decelerating is no feasible option as the available space for merging enlarges if the
freeway vehicle passes faster.
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4.2 System architecture
The developed merging behaviour model perfectly fits into the underlying system
architecture as most innovations were implemented by redeveloping existing func-
tions of Olstam’s implementation (cf. Chapter 3). Those functions which had
to be implemented from scratch complete the merging behaviour model and do
not interfere with existing functions. Figure 4.5 depicts the model’s system ar-
chitecture and establishes an understanding of how the single components work
together for producing realistic simulations of the generated vehicles. Each time
step, every generated vehicle is being updated consecutively. First the vehicle’s
physical position is updated. For updating the longitudinal position, the vehicle’s
current acceleration is used as input for calculating the vehicle’s new speed and
longitudinal position. For the lateral position update, the steering wheel angle de-
termines the new lateral position, lateral speed and the vehicle’s orientation. After
the position has been updated, the behavioural update is initiated for determining
the vehicle’s new longitudinal and lateral behaviour. That is, the acceleration as
well as the possibility of changing the lane are calculated.

Position update

Behavioural update

Yes

More vehicles

 to update?

Traffic generation

No

Start time step
Next time step

Longitudinal position 

update

Lateral position 

update

Calculate merge 

acceleration

Calculate courtesy 

deceleration

Calculate standard 

acceleration

Next vehicle

Lateral behaviour 

update

Acceleration update

Figure 4.5. System architecture of the developed model

In addition to Figure 4.5, the subsequent example demonstrates the functional-
ity and interrelations of the model by looking at two vehicles involved in a merging
manoeuvre (in the model, the update frequency accounts for 100 ms and therefore
is much higher than the 1 s intervals chosen in this example). Figures 4.6 to 4.8
show the traffic situations at specific time steps of the example, whereas the black
vehicle corresponds to the on-ramp vehicle.
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time step x: An on-ramp vehicle is approaching the acceleration lane and sights
the freeway lanes. Its longitudinal position is updated according to the
chosen speed and its lateral position is updated as it desires to change to the
right lane of the freeway. Consequently, the merge acceleration function is
initiated and calculates the vehicle’s acceleration depending on the available
gaps.

time step x+5 s: The on-ramp vehicle is now located in the middle of the ac-
celeration lane. Over the last time steps, the merging vehicle has chosen to
merge into the rather small adjacent gap as the other gaps are not much
larger but demand a higher change in speed. Its longitudinal position is
updated according to the chosen speed and the lateral position stays the
same as the adjacent gap is not safe to merge into yet although the needed
gap length is reduced due to the approaching end of the acceleration lane.
The acceleration is calculated in the merge acceleration function, whereas
no forced merge is necessary yet.
The follower vehicle of the merging vehicle’s adjacent gap also changes its
longitudinal position according to the chosen speed. Its lateral position is
not changed as no cooperative lane change to the left is possible due to
a vehicle driving close-by. The acceleration is calculated by the courtesy
deceleration function as the on-ramp vehicle needs assistance. The follower
vehicle chooses to decelerate in order to increase the gap’s size.

Figure 4.6. Traffic situation at time step x+5 s

time step x+6 s: The on-ramp vehicle has again moved forward as its longitu-
dinal position is updated. Its lateral position is changing towards the right
lane of the freeway as the merging manoeuvre is perceived to be safe due to
the decelerating follower vehicle. That is, the distances towards the leader
and follower vehicle are sufficient, and the follower’s and own needed decel-
eration are not too high. The acceleration is still calculated by the merge
acceleration function in order to safely merge into the gap.
The follower vehicle’s longitudinal position is updated, whereas its distance
towards the merging vehicle has increased due to the courtesy deceleration.
The lateral position is not changed and the acceleration is still calculated by
the courtesy deceleration function.
The vehicle behind the follower vehicle is approaching the tail of the fol-
lower vehicle as the follower vehicle is decelerating. Its longitudinal position
changes according to the chosen speed and its lateral position changes as
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the vehicle decides to cooperatively change lane to the left. The vehicle’s
acceleration is calculated within the standard acceleration function.

Figure 4.7. Traffic situation at time step x+6 s

time step x+8 s: The on-ramp vehicle has performed its merging manoeuvre
and is now moving on the right freeway lane. Its longitudinal position is
updated according to the chosen speed and its lateral position is updated
according to the freeway’s curvature. The acceleration is calculated within
the standard acceleration function.

The follower vehicle obtained its desired distance towards the merged vehi-
cle’s tail. Its longitudinal and lateral position is updated according to the
chosen speed and the freeway’s curvature. The acceleration is calculated
within the standard acceleration.

Figure 4.8. Traffic situation at time step x+8 s

The only function missing in the example and Figure 4.5 is the modified inter-
action acceleration. It plays a major role—especially in the merging areas—but
can hardly be assigned to a specific function as it is being used in most of the im-
plemented functions’ calculations. That is, throughout the presented time steps,
the interaction acceleration is initiated constantly.

Through the concurrence of the implemented functions in different vehicles, a
stable and realistic simulation model is created. Each time step, the longitudinal
and lateral position as well as the behaviour of each vehicle is updated one after
another. This procedure is repeated until the end of the simulation is reached. The
system architecture is explicitly designed for including vehicles driven in a driving
simulator without distorting the simulation runs. Each vehicle takes its decisions
individually even though the actions of the surrounding vehicles are obviously
taken into account.
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4.3 Limitations
As described in the prior sections, the merging model has been enhanced by adding
new functionalities and redeveloping parts of the previously implemented model.
However, some unrealistic merging manoeuvres are still occurring from time to
time. For instance, vehicles seem to accelerate but then merge rather close to the
leader of the adjacent gap. This does not happen too often but is a sign that the
existing thresholds have not been calibrated sufficiently. Furthermore, on-ramp
vehicles never merge within the very beginning of the acceleration lane as the lane
changing manoeuvre takes too long and vehicles only initiate the lane change as
soon as they are on the acceleration lane. It might be possible to check whether
the initiation of the lane change is feasible already in front of the acceleration lane,
as drivers sometimes ignore the solid line separating the acceleration lane from the
freeway’s right lane. The other, more immediate solution is to shorten the time
vehicles need for performing the actual merging manoeuvre.

Another limitation is that the thresholds concerning when a lane is visible and
when a forced merge is considered to be feasible still have to be updated manually.
For the forced merge, an equation taking the prevailing speed limit and length of
the acceleration lane into account should substitute the current constant value.
For the lane visibility, the sight information of each lane has to be entered in the
underlying openDRIVE (Dupuis, 2008) formatted road network.





Chapter 5

Evaluation of the developed
merging behaviour model

The evaluation of the developed merging behaviour model is performed by com-
paring it with the original model and real traffic data collected from a freeway
stretch in Sweden. Unfortunately, the collected data is only available on a macro-
scopic level. Additionally, the freeway stretch is not identical to the one used in
the simulation model. But as the road geometry is quite similar, the data can still
be used for macroscopic comparisons and calibration of the simulated speed levels.
A calibration of microscopic parameters of the developed model is not possible as
no vehicle trajectory data is available. Consequently, the parameters are set to
feasible values with respect to their traffic engineering interpretation.

qf

qr

m1 m22200m

200m

200m

400
m

Figure 5.1. Schematic of the simulated site

The freeway stretch used in the simulation model corresponds to the E4 con-
necting Linköping and Norrköping, whereas only the area beginning 2.2 km ahead
of the on-ramp at Herrbeta until 200 m downstream of the end of the accelera-
tion lane is simulated. The distance towards the acceleration lane assures that
the generated vehicles have some warm-up time which allows them to adjust to
the prevailing traffic conditions. That is, a 2.2 km warm-up stretch is used for
simulating freeway traffic before the studied merging manoeuvres are performed.

47
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The on-ramp traffic is generated at the segment between the off- and on-ramp
and the acceleration lane is 200 m long. Figure 5.1 illustrates the road site of the
simulation. The two circles labelled as qf and qr correspond to the traffic flow
generation points of the freeway and on-ramp, respectively. The cross sections
at m1 and m2 signify the locations of measuring points which are used for data
collection. Additionally, Figure 5.2 shows a satellite picture of the used on-ramp.

Figure 5.2. Satellite picture of the simulated site (E4 northbound at Herrbeta) from
Google Maps (2010)

5.1 Calibration
For calibrating the speed levels of the simulation, data from the E4 Essingeleden
at Tomteboda were used. Figure 5.3 shows a satellite picture of the corresponding
on-ramp. The acceleration lane is 200 m long. The prevailing speed limit on the
freeway and on-ramp is 70 km/h. When comparing the two satellite pictures, it
can be seen that the road geometries of the simulation and data site differ a lot.
Additionally, the data site’s acceleration lane is separated by a solid line from
the freeway’s right lane for the first 40 m. The collected data stem from two
loop detector sites. One pair of loop detectors is located on the freeway segment
adjacent to the beginning of the acceleration lane and another pair is located
200 m behind the end of the acceleration lane. These locations correspond to the
measuring points m1 and m2 of the simulated site (cf. Figure 5.1). The loop
detectors average the speed and flow of those vehicles which are passing during
one minute intervals.

As the collected data provides averaged flow and speed of all passing vehicles,
it was possible to calibrate the speed of the simulation model according to the
collected data. The data used for this calibration was collected during a Monday’s
morning peak (from 07:00 to 10:00) in October of 2004. A calibration of the
simulation’s speed was necessary since the generated vehicles were driving slower
than the provided data suggested. That is, the basic desired speed of the vehicles
had to be increased in order to establish the same traffic conditions as in the
collected data. For determining the magnitude of the increase, the free flow speed
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Figure 5.3. Satellite picture of the data collection site (E4 southbound at Tomteboda)
from Google Maps (2010)

Table 5.1. Calibration of the basic desired speed parameter

Variable Mean Std Dev Min Max
Original basic desired speed [m/s] 30.83 3.19 22.85 38.81

Calibrated basic desired speed [m/s] 32.71 2.53 24.73 40.69

was examined. By comparing the average free flow speed of the collected and
simulated data, a deviation of 7 km/h was observed.

As documented in Chapter 4.3.1 of Olstam (2005), the average desired speed
vavg,des under a given speed limit vlimit is calculated by

vavg,des = vbasic,des

1 + c · d

(
vlimit

vbasic,des

)2 , (5.1)

where vbasic,des is the basic desired speed reduced with respect to the width and
curvature of the road, c is a calibration constant (for calculation cf. Olstam (2005))
and d is a calibration constant equal to 0.05. The basic desired speed vbasic,des is
also used as one of the basic parameters describing the generated vehicles’ prop-
erties along with the reaction time, power/weight ratio, etc. Therefore, it is of
particular interest to calculate this parameter and set it accordingly in the vehicle
properties used for the simulation. By setting the average desired speed vavg,des

to the free flow speed of the collected data, the corresponding basic desired speed
vbasic,des can be calculated by rewriting Equation 5.1. Table 5.1 lists the original
and calibrated basic desired speed. As the free flow speed of the collected data
was higher by 7 km/h, the increase of the calibrated parameter is feasible. Conse-
quently, the newly calibrated basic desired speed is used in the vehicle properties
of all simulated vehicles.

Most parameters were adopted from the original model as they have already
been calibrated and validated for Swedish freeways in previous works (e.g. in
Olstam (2005)). However, some parameters have been newly introduced in the
developed model and need further calibration and validation. Unfortunately, the
calibration of further parameters was not possible since there were no vehicle
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trajectory data or non-averaged macroscopic data available. Therefore, the gap
lengths, positions of merges, distributions of chosen gap types, etc. cannot be
calibrated or validated with respect to collected data. Anyhow, microscopic results
of the developed model are presented in Chapter 5.2.2 and can be used as direction
for future work. A table listing all introduced parameters and their values can be
found in Appendix A.

5.2 Results
All presented results of this section were obtained from simulations of the freeway
stretch described in the beginning of Chapter 5. The generated flow of the on-ramp
qr is constantly set to 300 veh/h.

5.2.1 Macroscopic results
For demonstrating that the merging model works properly from a macroscopic
point of view, the speed-flow relationship of the developed model is analysed. The
results are not only compared to the data obtained by the original merging model
but also with the collected data of the freeway stretch described in Chapter 5.1.
Figure 5.4 shows the latter comparison, whereas each dot corresponds to an one
minute averaged value. The data for the figure is collected on the freeway lanes
adjacent to the beginning of the acceleration lane (m1) and the collected data
corresponds to the data of a Monday’s morning peak (from 07:00 to 10:00).
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of the speed-flow relationships of the simulated and collected
data obtained from the freeway lanes at m1

It can be seen that the speed at lower flows is more spread and decreases
faster than the empirically based speed-flow relationship for Swedish freeways SRA
(2008). The SRA speed-flow relationship only includes averaged values, wherefore
there is no spread visible. Interestingly, the collected data has significantly higher
speeds than the SRA speed-flow relationship at high flows. However, the SRA
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speed-flow relationship is only surveyed for standard two-lane freeway stretches
and does not take upcoming merging areas into account. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.5, which compares the speed-flow relationships 200 m after the end of the
acceleration lane (m2), the simulated speed levels are closer to the SRA speed-
flow relationship at high flows. Nevertheless, the model has problems simulating
high flows. While the collected data reaches flows of up to 4500 veh/h per two
lanes, the developed model only simulates flows of up to 3200 veh/h per two lanes.
Higher flows cannot be simulated at the desired speed. However, this is a com-
mon problem in the simulation model which is amplified due to vehicles merging
downstream. There are no extremely low flows as the on-ramp flow qr, which is
constantly set to 300 veh/h, is added.
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of the speed-flow relationships of the simulated and collected
data obtained from m2

Figure 5.6 opposes the results of the developed model to the results of the
original model. As the original model could not simulate even lower flows without
collisions occurring, all changes of the developed model except the anticipation
when coming from the on-ramp, the calculation of the merge acceleration and
the corresponding forced merge model were implemented into the original model
in order to make it more stable and consequently allow comparison. But even
with these improvements, only flows of up to 2200 veh/h per two lanes could
be simulated as can be seen in Figure 5.6. At lower flows, the speed levels are
similarly since the merging model is not initiated that frequently and existing
gaps are rather large, wherefore the on-ramp vehicles’ speeds do not need to be
adjusted too much.

Hence, the developed model provides better results than the original one. When
running the original model with a simulation time step of 1 second as proposed by
Hidas (2005), higher flows can be simulated for a longer period without collisions.
However, as can be seen in Figure 5.7, the right lane’s speed is still affected heavily
by merging vehicles until collisions occur and the lane gets congested. On the
contrary, in the developed model only short breakdowns are noticeable (cf. (a) in
Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of the speed-flow relationships of the original and developed
simulation model with qf varying from 100 veh/h to 2500 veh/h at m1
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Figure 5.7. Speed-time diagram of the original model with a simulation time step of 1s
with qf = 2500 veh/h at m1
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Thus, the original model is working more constant with a simulation time step
of 1 second as the vehicles do not change their chosen gap that frequently with
this settings. For the developed model, however, the original simulation time
step of 100 ms is more feasible as the chosen gap stays chosen as long as it is
feasible anyway and should be evaluated frequently in order to react to changes in
a reasonable time span. Figure 5.8 shows that the simulation time step of 100 ms
(a) results in more consistent speed levels. Possibly, a value between 100 ms
and 1 s should be chosen for improving the simulation’s performance in terms of
computing time.
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Figure 5.8. Speed-time diagram of the developed model with a simulation time step of
100 ms (a) and 1 s (b) with qf = 2000 veh/h at m1

The measure of introducing cooperative lane changes leads to more frequent
lane changes to the left freeway lane and seems to have great impact when ob-
serving the visualisation of the simulation. But also from a macroscopic point of
view, improvement can be seen when comparing simulation runs with and with-
out the added cooperation. As illustrated by Figure 5.9, there are less distinctive
declines of speed and a higher average speed on the right lane with the developed
cooperation (a). Obviously, there are also more vehicles on the left lane due to
the increased number of lane changes. For instance, there were 63 % more lane
changes to the left in the simulation corresponding to Figure 5.9. These differences
are even more illustrative when comparing the speed-time diagrams of both sce-
narios after the end of the acceleration lane (cf. (c) and (d) in Figure 5.9). At the
end of the acceleration lane, the right lane’s average speed accounts for 67.1 km/h
with the developed cooperation and 64.1 km/h without cooperative lane changes.

Apart from studying the speed and flow of the simulated data, the distribution
of the selected gaps and the location of the merges are analysed. The bar chart
in Figure 5.10 depicts the simulation’s distribution of the chosen gaps depending
on the flow generated on the freeway. As expected, the adjacent gap dominates
during all flow levels although other gap types increase with higher flow levels.
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Figure 5.9. Speed-time diagram of the developed model with (a,c) and without (b,d)
the developed cooperation with qf = 2000 veh/h at m1 (a,b) and at the end of the
acceleration lane (c,d), respectively
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The forced merge’s proportions increase heavily from 2 % at 250 veh/h to 24 %
at 2500 veh/h per two lanes, while the ahead gap’s usage rises steadily until it
makes up for 10 % of the chosen gaps at a flow of 2500 veh/h per two lanes. The
percentage of choosing the behind gap, on the other hand, remains more or less
constant over all flow levels.
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Figure 5.10. Simulation’s distribution of the chosen gaps with different freeway flows

The shape of the distributions with forced merges increasing with higher flows
and adjacent gaps dominating during all scenarios is as expected and desired.
However, a calibration depending on real traffic data is needed to ensure realistic
gap selection. The merge positions are also influenced by the number of generated
freeway vehicles. Under free flow conditions of 100 veh/h, the on-ramp vehicles
merge quite soon and at desired speed. Due to high speed and the fact that a
merge is not counted until the position where the merging vehicle has crossed the
line between acceleration lane and right freeway lane with more than half of its
size, the merge positions at a flow of 100 veh/h start from 130 m before the end
of the acceleration lane. This is illustrated in (a) of Figure 5.11, where the x-axis
corresponds to the length of the acceleration lane and the y-axis shows the amount
of merges. The following histograms use 20 classes; one class for every 10 metres.

In (b) of Figure 5.11, the first peak is a bit earlier compared to the free flow
result and a second—rather small—peak can be observed at 60 m before the end
of the acceleration lane. With a freeway flow of 2000 veh/h per two lanes (c),
the second peak at 60 m gains in importance and the first peak, again, shifts
a bit towards the beginning of the acceleration lane. This shift is due to the
higher generated freeway flow and the corresponding lower possible speed when
approaching the acceleration lane. The last sub figure (d) of Figure 5.11 shows the
merge positions with a flow of 2500 veh/h per two lanes. The merge positions are
more evened out, whereas the two peaks at 130 m and 60 m are still noticeable.
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Figure 5.11. Histograms with 20 classes of the simulated merge positions with qf =
100 veh/h (a), qf = 1000 veh/h (b), qf = 2000 veh/h (c) and qf = 2500 veh/h (d)
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Due to the higher flow, it gets more difficult to find a suiting gap, wherefore the
on-ramp vehicles have to merge more distributed; some vehicles merge quite early
while others merge at the very end of the acceleration lane considering that the
last metres of the acceleration lane are already quite narrow due to the taper.

5.2.2 Microscopic results
As it was not possible to calibrate the developed merging behaviour model in terms
of microscopic behaviour due to the lack of vehicle trajectory data, this section
comments the microscopic results and gives future directives on which parameters
might need further calibration.

For demonstrating the microscopic performance of the merging behaviour model,
data from simulated merging manoeuvres is analysed. With the help of speed-time
and distance-time diagrams of the subject, leader and follower, it can be seen how
the three actors behave with respect to each other. The 0-value on the x-axis in
the following diagrams corresponds to the point in time when the subject vehicle
enters the acceleration lane and therefore is possible to physically merge. The
last time value corresponds to the end of the acceleration lane. The grey vertical
line indicates when the merging manoeuvre is fulfilled; i.e. when the subject has
crossed the line between acceleration lane and right freeway lane with more than
half of its size. The distances to the leader and follower vehicles are measured
from the front and tail of the subject vehicle, respectively. The black line which is
equal to the x-axis in the distance-time diagrams corresponds to the subject while
the dashed black line and the dash-dotted grey line represent the behaviour of the
leader and follower, respectively. Figure 5.12 shows a common merging manoeuvre
into the adjacent gap. It can be seen that the subject vehicle constantly keeps a
safe distance to the leader and follower, respectively. The follower, however, starts
decelerating shortly before the merge is performed in order to slightly increase the
distance to its new leader.

In Figure 5.13, the subject vehicle chooses to merge into the gap ahead and
overtakes the follower vehicle already prior to the acceleration lane in order to
be in a good position as soon as changing the lane is allowed. Consequently, the
subject’s speed increases locally but finally settles down between the leader’s and
follower’s speed. The leader’s and follower’s speeds stay more or less constant
during the whole time and enable the subject to merge safely.

Figure 5.14 illustrates a merge into the gap behind. That is, the subject vehicle
merges behind the follower of the adjacent gap. The subject vehicle brings itself in
position already prior to the acceleration lane by decelerating. As soon as a safe
distance to the new leader is assured, it keeps the current speed until accelerating
to the leader’s speed is possible. The subject’s acceleration can be seen in the last
time values of the speed-time diagram.

A rather harsh forced merge can be seen in Figure 5.15, where the subject
vehicle is constantly ahead of the follower by only some metres until the driver
decides to force onto the right lane and thereby causes the follower to decelerate
heavily. The fact that the subject vehicle is not accelerating earlier in order to
merge comfortably into the adjacent gap could be due to an on-ramp vehicle
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Figure 5.12. Distance-time and speed-time diagrams of a simulated merging manoeuvre
into the adjacent gap
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Figure 5.13. Distance-time and speed-time diagrams of a simulated merging manoeuvre
into the gap ahead
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Figure 5.14. Distance-time and speed-time diagrams of a simulated merging manoeuvre
into the gap behind

driving in front of it. This would also explain why the subject vehicle is decelerating
slightly already prior to its merge.

5.3 Verification
For verifying the developed merging behaviour model, visualisations of different
simulation runs have been observed. The simulation model has not only been
tested on the freeway stretch presented in the previous sections but also on a
three-lane freeway. As the three-lane freeway stretch has not been simulated with-
out merging areas for validating whether the vehicle generation and other functions
of the model work as expected, no detailed studies have been performed. Conse-
quently, there have not been sufficient simulation runs for presenting any results
of the three-lane freeway but from observing the visualised simulation runs, it
can be said that the visualisation looks as realistic as on the presented two-lane
freeway stretch. The merging behaviour model seems to work without any prob-
lems, whereas the same limitations as discussed in Chapter 4.3 could be observed.
Unfortunately, there has not been any verification with the help of the driving
simulator.

The developed merging behaviour model was run on both freeway stretches
with different flow levels. Additionally, different speed limits were set. The gen-
erated vehicles adjusted their speed to the prevailing speed limits and behaved
rationally. Consequently, the merging behaviour was not affected negatively by
the changes, but worked as expected. Obviously, higher total flows can be simu-
lated on the three-lane freeway compared to the two-lane freeway.

The microscopic results could not be compared with vehicle trajectory data
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Figure 5.15. Distance-time and speed-time diagrams of a simulated forced merging
manoeuvre

since they have not been available. Nevertheless, it can be said that the merging
manoeuvres look reasonable, although there occurred some cases where the subject
vehicle merged into the adjacent gap even though it had selected the gap ahead.
This is due to insufficient calibration of the lateral behaviour update parameters
which should be harmonised with respect to the related thresholds of the feasibility
check of the merge acceleration. Additionally, the actual merging manoeuvres
seem to take too long. While this lane changing duration might be adequate for
standard freeway lane changes, on-ramp vehicles tend to change lane faster. The
lack of fast merging manoeuvres can be seen in Figure 5.11, where no merges
are performed within the first 50 m of the acceleration lane with freeway flows
of up to 2000 veh/h per two lanes. This does not only lead to wrong merge
positions but also affects the traffic flow and merging capacity on the freeway as
long-lasting merging manoeuvres influence the driving behaviour of on-ramp and
freeway vehicles at the same time.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis presents a behaviour model for simulating complex merging manoeu-
vres in microscopic environments. The developed merging behaviour model is
implemented within the simulation model by Olstam (2009) which can be used
for simulating surrounding vehicles in driving simulators but also for stand-alone
traffic simulations. Hence, the presented merging behaviour model is an exten-
sion of the existing simulation model and allows future simulation runs to include
on-ramps.

The developed merging behaviour model resolves detected limitations of the
originally used merging behaviour model and acts on suggestions from state-of-the-
art literature. Besides an improved standard merging model, the developed model
also includes courtesy yielding, cooperative and forced merging. Consequently,
every merging manoeuvre is accounted for. The on-ramp vehicle’s acceleration
during the merging manoeuvre is calculated within the merging behaviour model
depending on the selected gap, the surrounding vehicles and its own desired speed.
In addition, the gap selection process considers three surrounding gaps (behind,
adjacent, ahead) but favours the adjacent one. If a gap is selected, the driver
focuses on merging into the chosen gap until it becomes infeasible. By adding
these novelties, the realism of the simulation is improved as real drivers usually
try to anticipate how one specific gap is going to evolve and adapt their acceleration
accordingly.

The calibration and verification of the developed merging behaviour model
shows a first trend but is not finished yet since detailed vehicle trajectory data
have not been available. The macroscopic results such as speed-flow and speed-
time diagrams clearly show that the developed model has improved in comparison
to the original merging behaviour model. Also the benefits of cooperative lane
changes are displayed. The diagrams opposing the simulated results to the col-
lected data illustrate that the developed model is not capable of simulating high
flows and generally has slightly too low speeds with increasing flow. More exten-
sive calibration and validation are not only needed for overcoming these problems
but also for adjusting the type and position of merges correctly. In the case of
the presented microscopic results, the performances of the vehicles during their
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diverse merging manoeuvres are in accordance with the expectations, although
more thorough validation is needed.

All in all, the developed merging behaviour model allows simulating realistic
merging manoeuvres and interactions with the surrounding freeway vehicles with
respect to its limitations (cf. Chapter 4.3). As a result, future simulation runs can
include merging areas. Looking at the overall picture, this contribution is another
step towards an effective traffic environment as traffic simulation is accredited to
be one of the major tools having the ability to improve today’s traffic situation.

6.1 Future research
This chapter includes suggestions for further improvement concerning the merging
behaviour model based on the discovered limitations. The developed merging
behaviour model has only been tested on one-lane on-ramps although there also
exist two-lane on-ramps in Sweden. Furthermore, the simulation results of the
merging behaviour model in combination with three-lane freeways were not studied
in detail although first trials seemed promising. Studying three-lane freeways in
more detail might also be a good opportunity for a further validation. Even though
the model seems to produce reasonable results, extensive calibration is needed for
replicating real driving behaviour in merging areas. The future calibration and
validation should focus on using vehicle trajectory data, whereas an usage of the
NGISIM project data (NGSIM, 2010) could be a good starting point. But also
verifications and validations using the driving simulator should be conducted as
this provides a major advantage over standard simulation models.

As the simulation model is not able to simulate high flows, the developed merg-
ing behaviour still needs to be evaluated under congested traffic conditions. When
calculating the merge acceleration for a selected gap, the model’s performance
might improve if it is checked whether any vehicle of the freeway’s right lane has
changed lane. Additionally, heavy vehicles have not been included in the recent
simulations as no heavy vehicle share of the collected data had been available.
Consequently, it must be evaluated if the merging behaviour model accounts for
heavy vehicle traffic in a reasonable way. Future simulations should take the real
lane visibility from the openDRIVE standard (Dupuis, 2008) into account in order
to make the model independent of the used freeway stretch. Additionally, the
time threshold of the forced merge process should be calculated depending on the
length of the acceleration lane and the prevailing speed limit. Another point is
that currently all freeway vehicles experience the right lane as less attractive when
approaching the on-ramp. The informing of the freeway vehicles should be con-
nected to traffic signs and drivers’ experience, wherefore only a part of the drivers
will perceive the right lane as less desirable. The trade-off between the simulation’s
performance and computing time needs to be focused in further studies as well.
For instance, it might not be necessary to check the selected gap’s feasibility every
100 ms. Furthermore, the duration of merging manoeuvres must be studied and
possibly corrected as the current model does not differentiate between standard
lane changes and merges.
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Table A.1. Parameter values used for the developed merging behaviour model

Variable Value Min Max Page
Courtesy deceleration

Distance to front right vehicle [m] 100 41
Distance of front right vehicle to lane
closure [m]

100 41

Forced merge
Time threshold [s] 4 38
Min. front distance [m] df,min* 38
Min. back distance [m] db,min* 38

Gap acceptance
Min. acceleration of follower vehicle af-
ter merging [m/s2]

-4 -8 34

Min. acceleration of subject vehicle af-
ter merging [m/s2]

-4 -12 34

Min. front distance [m] df,min* 30 % of df,min* 34
Min. back distance [m] db,min* 30 % of db,min* 34

Feasibility check
Min. acceleration threshold [m/s2] -4 37
Max. acceleration threshold [m/s2] 2,8 37
Needed deceleration threshold for fol-
lower [m/s2]

-6 37

Needed deceleration threshold for sub-
ject [m/s2]

-8 37

Other parameters
Distance to merging area for decreasing
the attractiveness of the right lane [m]

200 35

Time before reaching the acceleration
lane [s]

8 34

Uncertainty threshold [m/s2] 5 38
*df,min = minimum front distance

*db,min = minimum back distance


